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Two more
assaults
reported
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Two women were assaulted
Thursday night, one of them on the
James Madison University campus.
The incidents occurred within 90
minutes of each other and
descriptions given by the victims
reveal that the same man may have
been involved in both incidents.
No suspects have been taken into
custody, according to Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president of
university relations.
Hilton said the first incident took
place at 8:20 p.m. in the Godwin Hall
parking lot.
A Blue Ridge Community College
student parked her car in the lot to
go visit friends. Hilton noted, when a
man forced his way into the driver's
side of the vehicle.

James Madison University

The victim and the assailant
struggled, he said, adding that the
man struck the woman in the left eye
and fled when she screamed.
Hilton said the woman described
the assailant as about 6-feet tall,
with long blonde hair and a slim
build. He was wearing white pants
and a light-colored ski mask, the
woman said.
The assailant pulled off the ski
mask when he fled, Hilton said.
THE WOMAN contacted JMU
police, he said, adding that she did
not require medical attention.
This is the third attack reported on
campus in nine days.
In all three cases, the victims
gave similar descriptions of the
man. describing him as a blondehaired, white male in his early 20s.
The second incident Thursday
occurred around9.50 p.m. in front of
the A&P in the Cloverleaf Shopping
Center.
The woman, a JMU student, was
carrying her groceries to the car.
when a man tried to force his way
into the vehicle. When the woman
screamed, the man fled, according
to an April 24 article in the Daily
News—Record.
The assailant in this incident was
described as being in his early 20s
and wearing white pants and an
orange ski mask.
Hilton said Security officials have
heard rumors of several other attacks. However, he added that only
three have been reported to the JMU
police.
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Demand increases
for fraternity escorts
By TRICIA FISCHETT1
In response to recent reports of
attacks on female students here,
demand for the two fraternitysponsored campus escort services has
increased about five-fold in the last 10
days.
"When we started the service we'd
get about two or three calls a night,"
said Dave Chipman, who is in charge
of the escort service provided by Tau
Kappa Epsilon. "Now we're receiving
about 15-20 calls a night."
Alpha Chi Rho's escort service also
has experienced an increase of calls
from James Madison University
women. According to Tim Kirk. AXP
received about 50 requests for the
service last week. Kirk, who directs
the AXP service, said he noticed a
surge of calls beginning April 16.
"I NEVER really thought twice
about walking home alone until this
week," said one student who used the
escort service Saturday night. "But
now. I'm scared.
"I was kind of embarrassed." the
sophomore said. "But I figured it was
better to be embarrassed than scared
to death all the way back to my
dorm."
AXP offers the free service Sunday
through Thursday 9-12 p.m., and
TKE's service is offered Friday-

Saturday 9 p.m.-2 a.m. Both services
began after spring break and were
established in cooperaton with the
Student Government Association.
According to Kirk, many of the
women students who request the
service mention the recent attacks at
JMU as reasons for their desiring an
escort. "Many of the girls are embarrassed and keep apologizing for
getting us out," Kirk added.
LAST WEEK. AXP kept four
fraternity brothers on call to respond
to the. increased requests for escorts,
double the number of men on call in
the service's previous weeks of
operation. AXP members alternate
hours for the on-foot campus service,
and each brother volunteers at least
once as an escort. Kirk said.
According to Chipman. the escort
services will continue to increase "as
the word gets out."
"Girls are leary of calling at first,
but when they learn more and more
about it. more girls will benefit from
it." Chipman said. He cited the
reported attacks on campus as
reasons for the increased demand of
the service but added that he still
believes the service is not being used
to its full potential.
Chipman noted that many of the

Ellison enters plea;
June trial date set
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Kimberly Louise Ellison pleaded not guilty Friday to charges of
attempted murder. She has been accused of trying to kill her
newborn baby in Shorts Hall last December.
Ellison was arraigned by the Circuit Court last week and the
trial was set for June 10. She was indicted by a grand jury April 20.
The 21-year-old Falls Church woman gave birth to the infant
Dec. 2 in the bathroom of the dormitory and allegedly placed the
child in a trash bag in a nearby kitchen.
If convicted of attempted murder. Ellison could face a prison
sentence of up to 20 years.
Judge Joshua Robinson told Ellison and her attorney, William
Julias of Harrisonburg. that the defendant has until May 11 to file
any pre-trial motions.
Julias later said he had not decided if any motions will be made.
ELLISON, WHO was released in December on a $5,000 personal
recognizance bond, will remain out on bail until the trial, the
judge said.
During the arraignment. Julias discussed the possibility of
lessening the offense to alternatives such as attempted assault,
attempted voluntary manslaughter or failure to give proper care

Kim Ellison hid her face behind her father as
she left Circuit.Court in Harrisonburg Friday.
She pleaded not guilty to charges that she

to a child.
Attempted voluntary
«-•* manslaughter is a felony;
attempted assault and failure
to give proper care are
misdemeanors.
The defense has not decided
if it will object to the charge of
attempted murder, Julias
said, adding that he preferred
not to comment on the case.
Julias said he expects a
lengthy trial due to a large
Photo by Vo N»9«y.
number of witnesses for both
the prosecution and the
attempted to kill her newborn baby in Shorts
defense.
Hall last December.

Inside . . .
—The Nighthawks. one of
the nation's best blues
bands, are coming to
Wilson Hall Thursday. See
Folio preview, page 11.
—JMU's women's lacrosse
team wins its first state
title and qualifies for the
national championships.
See Sports, page 18.
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Morrison House protest gains momentum
Faculty members direct efforts to save landmark
By JEFF GAMMAGE
"We're ready to move from
awareness to action."
This was the sentiment
expressed by James Madison
University faculty member
Robert Bersson about efforts
to prevent the destruction a
161-year-old
Harrisonburg
landmark located on the
corner of Market and Liberty
Streets.
Nelson Wetsel. head of the
Wetsel Seed Company which
owns the Morrison House,
refused to confirm or deny
reports that the house may be
torn down soon to make way
for a parking lot.
However, a December
advertisement in the Daily
News-Record said that Wetsel
Seed "will accept offers and
proposals for the removal of
(the Morrison House)," and
added that persons submitting

proposals must "indicate
definite and future plans for
the use of this building "
Bersson
and
Dr.Steve
Gibbons of the sociology
department here have been
directing efforts to save the
Morrison House as coordinators on the Committee of
Knviornmental Quality, a
division of the HarrisonburgRockingham County chapter
of the Citizens Party.
Bersson defined action as
the formation of a "citizens
committee that is nonpartisan and is concerned
with preservation and enviornmental quality and with
supporting the downtown."
BERSSON SPOKE Friday
at a rally held on Harrisonburg' courthouse steps which
drew about 35 people. Bersson
said he was happy with the

ine-frice phone tine
acciaenuy \cut Friday
By JEFF GAMMAGE
Phone service to
Wine-Price was
disconnected about 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on
Friday when the underground phone cable
was accidently cut.
According to Fred
Hilton, assistant to the
vice
president
of
university relations, the
accident
occurred
during excavation work
to install a new cable.

taking place behind the
library, although the
work was not connected
to the library addition
itself
Wine-Price was the
only building affected,
he said.
The new phone line
will have a larger
capacity to handle calls.
Hilton said, adding that
the existing cable is
operating
at
full

turnout considering the cold
weather.
The
Friday
' gathering was the second
Morrison House rally this
month.

Several local officials, including City Planner William
Sullian. addressed the crowd
with the aid of a public address
system.
After
welcoming the crowd "on
behalf of Harrisonburg, the
city council and our planning
commission." Sullivan said
that he would like to "investigate the feasibility" of
drawing up a historical zoning
district for, Harrisonburg.
within which landmarks such
as the Morrison House would
be restored and protected.
Such districts already exist
in Staunton. Winchester and
Lexington, and Sullivan noted
that
the
restoration
movements in these cities are
sponsored by donations from
wealthy citizens.
A source close to the
planning office previously
said "We have some wealthy
people in this town, but boy.
are they tight."
Sullivan said that in most
cities there is a natural ebb
and flow of businesses into
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and out of the downtown area,
but that "i have never seen
this many vacant stores in all
my Ifi years here"
SULLIVAN SAID earlier
that his office is not actively
trying to save the Morrison
House because "We don't
think the city council would be
interested in appropriating
money for it." and because
Harrisonburg has not been
granted historical or federal
monies with which to act.
Sullivan urged citizens to
"come to the meetings to
make their views known." and
called the recent restoration
of the 111-year-old Anthony
Hockman House "a victory."
The Hockman House, built in
1870. is located on the corners
of Market and Broad Streets.
Terri Denton, president of
the Harrisonburg
Retail
Mercha nts Associa tion.
claims
that
"downtown
merchants are extremely
interested in protecting the
(historic) buildings we have
left. The Wetsels themselves
have tried very hard at different points in time to
preserve the building."
Denton said she hopes that

"someone would buy it (the
Morrison House) and put
something into it that would
be productive, such 88 a
restaurant or business office."
Ruth Stoltzfus. founder and
voluntary attorney for the
Valley Environmental
Council, told the protesters
that whether the problem is
"acid rain or wrecking balls,"
people can achieve positive
results by banding together to
solve their dilemmas. She
called the rally "a beginning,
perhaps, for our realizing that
in the face of these threats, we
can do something as a group."
Caroline Marshall, a history
professor at JMU and a
member of the advisory board
for
the
Harrisonburg
Historical Society, noted, "We
are going through a time that
is not particularly creative
nor particularly imaginative.
Preservation is not one of the
goals of American society."

Support
March of Dimes

Stop In

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK
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MINI STOR-JT
Public Storage

Busch

$1.99

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR
STUDENTS

Stroh's

STOR-IT
/TOIT YOUR OWN STORAGE SPACE \

U-Store IT
U-Lock It
U-Keep the Key
LOFT STORAGE
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
Call Now For Reservations
Office & Resident Manager
433-1234
190 E. Mosby Rd. (Just off S. Main
Across From Nichols Shopping
Center) Harrisonburg

$2.19

Black Tower
Liebfraumilch
Country Time \
$4.19
Lemonade $1.69
Nacho Cheese
Tortilla Chips
Coke & Tab

.79

12 pak.
$4.39
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Consumer
advocate
demand
not seen

By JKFF GAMMAGK
There is presently no student or
university consumer group to which a
student can turn if he or she has a
problem with a local business
establishment, nor are there any
plans to form such a group in the near
future, according to Dr. Harpld
McGee. vice president for student
affairs at James Madison University.
McGee said there is "a need lor
student consumer knowledge." but
added that there has not been a
demand for a consumer advocate
group on campus.
"I really haven't had that' much
complaint (about local businesses)."
he noted. "The student body here is
fairly sophisticated. They have no
qualms about taking (a product) .
back and saying 'fix it.' "
Harrisonburg does not have a
Better Business Bureau.
McGee said that most incidents are
a result of student error.
"I think the merchants have been
nt abjout bad checks, for
example" I don't think students
maliciously sign bad checks: they just
don't balance their check books very
well." he added.
Dean of Students and University
Ombudsman Dr. Lacy Daniel said
he receives "one or two calls a week"
from merchants complaining about
JMU students passing bad checks.
DANIEL ADDED that aiding
students'with a consumer problem is
"an ombudsman function," and deals
with student-consumer problems on a
case by case basis.
One consumer-related problem for
the university has involved students
signing i contract for house or
apartment leases "without reading
it." McGee said, but for these issues,
students can file grievances with the
James Madison University Community Relations Committee.
Comprised of representatives from
the university and others appointed

by city Mayor Roy Erickson, the
Relations Committee was created in
1978 in response to tension caused by
new city zoning ordinances. The
committee's function is to act as a
sounding board for grievances between the university and community,
and attempts to study and resolve
housing problems involving commuter students.
However, in a Nov. 24 article in The
Breeze,
Student
Government
Association President Chuck Cunningham called the group an inactive
one. ,
The formation of a separate commitee to handle student-business
disputes is not necessary, .according
to Daniel, who added that his office
has "time to see everyone."
"We contact the agency for them
(the students), and offer ourselves as
a mediator." he added. "We say,
'there has been a misunderstanding'
and we ask what the merchant sees as
a resolution."
HOWEVER, MOST local merchants
are reasonable about resolving
student complaints on their own,
Daniel
claimed,
because
the
businessmen are concerned with their

image in Harrisonburg and do not
want to blemish a student's record by
taking the student to court.
In addition, Daniel said such a
group would not act in the best interest of the university or the
students, because an advocate group
would automatically take the
student's side in the dispute, putting
the university in the position of having
to "patch up the advocate role with
the business."
Daniel said most consumer complaints by students are a result of
simple misunderstandings between
the businessman and the student, and
are not usually a problem because
"once someone is willing to mediate,
both sides calm down a bit."
JMU does not maintain a list of
businesses that students should avoid
according to McGee, because "the
university should not be in the
business of evaluating, (merchants).
We are instructors."
Cunningham
concurred
with
McGee. "This isn't a Utopia where
everything is done for you," he said
noting that most problems involve the
student taking advantage of the
businessman rather than the other
way around.

Legal aid not offered here

RKCENT COLD weather has had a detrimental impact on early
spring blossoms. Flowers made their appearance early this year
and a sudden change in temperature threatened their survival.
». .«.i.«.«.r.i.*.t.»^,«p.>.Mk*i*.«.«.M*%«.«.vM

By CYNTHIA BOHANNON
li a student at James
Madison University needs a
lawyer there is not much that
the university can do to help.
Unlike the University of
Virginia, JMU does not have
an official student legal
service organization.
The Student Legal Services
(SLS) at U.VA. employs one
full time and one part time
attorney and six law students,
according
to
SLS
administrative assistant Pam
Grace.
The SLS handles cases
regarding
landlord-tenant
problems, mail, personal
injury, and divorce and legal
separation agreements
(where children are not involved). The SLS does not
work with criminal or traffic
violations or time-consuming
cases involving insurance
problems, real estate, income
taxes or entrepreneurships.
However, the SLS will consult
with, and give advice to
students with these types of
problems.
The SLS is only available to
full
time
undergraduate
students at U.Va.
Last year it cost about
$40,000 to operate the service
there. Most of the funds
needed to cover the operating
costs and employee salaries
comes from student activity
fees, part of which are
allocated to the SLS through
T
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the
Student
Council
Association. However, last
year the SLS raised about
$2,500 through student legal
fees.
AN INITIAL SLS consultation is free. However, if
the SLS has to write a letter or
make a phone call on legal
business for a student there is
a $5 charge. If a case goes to
court the student must pay a
$25 court fee but he or she does
not have to pay an attorney
fee. Divorces and separation
agreements cost $25.

him for help he listens to the
problem and advises them on
whether they need an attorney.
Dr. Art Hamilton, accounting
and
finance
professor at JMU and a
practicing attorney, also has
talked with students needing
legal advice.
According to Hamilton,
about a dozen JMU students
have come to him this year for
legal advice. The most
frequent questions asked
regarded
landlord-tenant
problems, traffic accidents

Unlike the University of Virginia,
JMU does not have an official
student legal service organization
At JMU, students seeking
legal advice may be referred
by the Honor Council to a
professor in the political
science department, who can
advise the student.
Dr William Nelson, head of
the political science department here, said several
students have come to him for
legal advice. Nelson is a
lawyer, but has not actively
practiced law for several
years and is not authorized to
practice in Virginia. He added
that when students come to

and violations, and personal
business matters such as
purchasing real estate, investments
and
forming
corporations.
In some cases Hamilton
gave advice, in some he
recommended an attorney,
and in a few cases he has
represented some students
himself.
In addition, the Commuter
Student Committee here can
sometimes advise students
with legal questions regarding
landlord-tenant problems. »
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Car problems create dilemmas for students
Maintenance is key to avoiding problems
By IKKK I.OUDY
Jan has to let her car cool
oft for about an hour before
She can get it started again.
The brakes on Jeff's car
have been fixed twice and still
don t work.
The water pump on Frank's
car is broken, so he has to
carry a jug of water in his car
in case it overheats.
These three students each
have cars registered here on
campus and each is experiencing problems with
them.
According
to
Maxine
Wenger. a secretary with
James Madison University's
Campus Police. "We get
several calls a day from
students with car problems."
She added that her office
keeps a record of all problem
calls so that if one of these
students gets a parking ticket,
it can be voided.
A student has several
alternatives
when
he
discovers
he
has
car
problems
.1.1.. MILLER, manager of
the Goodyear Service Store on
East Gay Street, said that
when a student needs to find a
reputable service station, he
should ask another student

who has had service work
done locally. •Faculty ' and
staff are also good people to
ask because, chances are.
they have had service work
done on their cars locally."
Miller said a student should
also look for a nationally
known company with a
written guarantee of the work.
Miller recommended that
car-owners should request the
old part when a mechanic
suggests replacement "That
way you can be sure the part
needs replacing or that it has
been replaced." he said
A second opinion, is often
helpful, if possible, he said.
Miller advised students to
slay away from "back-ally
operations." While there are
some good ones, there are
more bad ones, he noted.
"A periodic maintenance is
the key to keeping your car
running."
Miller
said.
Regular
tune-ups
and
replacement of air filters,
spark plugs and fan belts
before they completely wear
out can save a student repair
costs when the car won't run.
"If one fan belt breaks, it
will cost $45 in 'towing alone if
it happens on the road" he
said as an example. You can
replace all three fan belts'" LUKE STIKELEATHER, a JMU student,
before they wear out for $33." works on his girlfriend's car in X-lot.

BSA president aims to
bring more black culture
By MARGO COBLE
The new president of the
Black Student Alliance aims
to "bring more cultural events
to Madison for blacks" in the
coming year.
Deborah Jones, who ran
unopposed
in
Monday's
elections, also wants to get
more of the blacks on campus
involved in the BSA. "urbuild
it up and unify it."
"It's a challenge and I like
challenges. I know there will
be ups and downs but I hope to
have the support behind me."

Stikelcather. like many students, it unsure of
where to take broken vehicles.

To introduce you to our
great values...

Jones, a sophomore transfer
student said.
,
Jones has been active in the
Alliance from the beginning of
the year.
She served as
chairperson of the BSA
coalition in the Black Conference and as chairperson for
the BSA Social Committee.
The other new officers are
Stanley Tompkins'.
Vice
President, Cynthia Wright:
Recording Secretary, Diane
Burrell; Corresponding
Secretary and Kevin Battle:
Treasurer.

WE'RE GIVING YOU
$10 OFF COMPLETE
EYEGLASSES.
Save $10 on the pair of eyeglasses you buy at
PEARLE. Choose from our large selection of
fashion frames priced from a low $7.75 to $120.
You can also select either quality glass lenses or
Halfweights" brand lenses—the tough lenses
that are half the weight of glass. Offer expires
June 21.1981.
4-

JUST ARRIVED

PEARLE
vision center

susanbristjd
of

Knit Tops

Photo by Vo Nau.y.

TOPSFIEU>_

Solids & Motifs

C°l NTR\ Q] \S\ MS

A SC4Rt£ COMPANY

HARRISONBURG—Valley Mall, 1925 East
Market $t, Tel. 434-1030

1st Quality Name Brands
At Discount Prices

Offer also good in:
STAUNTON—Staunton Plaza Shopping Center. 1365
Greenville Ave. Tel. 885-8017 • CHARLOTTESVILLE
Charlottesville Fashion Square. 1545 Rio Road.
Tel. 973-7959.
For other locations call toll-free 800-331-1000.

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Open Mon thru Fri 9*30 - 9

^—Siitittdiur.Mft^e.
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J£ 1981 Searle Optical Inc.. Dallas. Texas USA
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Handicapped students adjust despite odds
University attempts to provide services
»»> <|NI)Y RUSSELL
Jane.
a
19-year-old
sophomore, can't go into the
Madison Memorial Library.
Her mother has to .get books
for her. WheD she gets into
most elevators, she needs
someone else to push the
buttons because she can't
reach them. When going to her
class in Maury Hall, she has to
make sure there is someone to
open the door, since she can't
manage it herself.
Richard, a freshman here,
tape records all his lectures
and then writes them in
braille. As a result, he spends
twice as much time on class
lectures as do most of his
classmates. He takes all his
exams orally, either directly
responding to the professor or

with a reader recording his
answers
Linda, a music major, has
music read to her so she can
later translate it to braille. In
class, she takes notes in
braille. v
All these situations are
common to physically handicapped students at James
Madison University. To help
with some of the problems and
inconveniences. JMU
operates the Office of Services
to the Handicapped, a division
of the Student Counseling and
Development Center.
Beth Corrigan. coordinator
of Services to the handicapped, said her office is
aware of only 12 physically
handicapped students on
campus.She said that while

there are probably more than
12 handicapped students here,
they have never sought this
service. Of these 12. two are
wheelchair-bound, and the
others are visually impaired.
SERVICES OFFERED by
the office are securing
materials.
getting
class
schedules
straight
and
changing class locations to
make them easily accessible.
Accessible buildings are the
Education Building, Warren
University Union, Duke Fine
Arts, Maury. Anthony Seeger
and the ground floors of Miller
and Wilson.
Corrigan's
office
also
provides readers for handicapped students who read
assignments or tests to the

»"
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"(fitfeds like a weekend,
it must he Michelob:'

Put a little
weekend
in your week.

visually impaired student or
do research for students
unable to get in the library.
The University is currently
requesting $618,000 in the
upcoming biennium budget to
correct handicapped
violations cited by the Office
of Civil Right. However, of the
students interviewed, none
thought accessibility was a
major problem here.
i-

Both Richard and Linda
found that after they had
mastered the layout of
campus, they didn't have
many problems. "Sometimes
when you lose your sense of
direction, the texture of this
campus is all the same and
you can't tell one sidewalk
from
another,"
Richard
commented. He was at JMU
for two months last summer
with a mobility instructor to
learn his way around campus.
According to Carrigon,

"This campus can never be
totally accessible because of
the landscape." But she added
that the University is behind
whatever physically handicapped students want to
attempt and will not try to
limit them. For example.
Jane's classes are moved to
the Education Building or
other accessible buildings to
accommodate her wheelchair.
Richard, a communication
arts major, finds snow to be
his only obstacle, since it
makes it easy for him to get
lost. He considers classes in
the Wine Price Building no
problem, and he even often
runs up the hill.
Jane said she is sometimes
at a disadvantage since many
of the articles she needs to
read cannot be checked out of
the library. She added that she
would like to see elevator
buttons lowered, so that she
could reach them.

MIDWAY MARKET
157 Warsaw Ave. 434-7948

Busch Cans 1.99
Bud 12 pah.

4.49

J D ELL AND

Mickeys 1.89

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR

fuborg Gold 1.79

Molson 2.99
Stroh's llpak. 4.39

MICHELOB
AND
MICHELOB LIGHT
^

Dads Root Beer 1.79
Pretzels 4 lbs. 3.89
Potatoe Chips 3 lbs. 3.99
in

——
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ONLY THE ARMY GIVES
YOU TWO WAYS TO LOWER
THE COST OF EDUCATION
JUST TWO YEARS.
LOAN FORGIVENESS
If you have a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National
Direct Student Loan (made after October 1, 1975) hanging
over your head, consider spending a couple of years in
the Army.
If you train for certain specialties, the government will
release you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $ 1,500, whichever is greater) for each year of active duty.
Obviously, a three-year enlistment would eliminate
100°"o of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a
shorter route and sign up under the Army's two-year enlistment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you).
Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you
qualify, as a Reservist you can stay home, get paid for your
active duty, and receive 15°o loan forgiveness (or $500,
whichever is greater) for each year you serve.
But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With
your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank
and pay grade. You'll have your choice of many sophisticated Army skills.
And you may be eligible for generous monetary educational incentives.

TWO FOR ONE SAVINGS PUN
If your dream is to continue your education some day,
joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program can
bring that day closer.

In fact, in just two years you can accumulate up to
$9,200 for grad school. (Only the Army can offer you a twoyear enlistment.)
It's not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about
making payments. It's simply a savings program between you
and the government.
THE ARMY'S COLLEGE BENEFIT*
If you save between $25
Per Mo. 2 Yrs.
and $ 100 of your monthly
You Save
$100 $2,400*
Army pay, the government will
Gov't Adds
match that amount two2-tor-l
UOO $4,800
for-one. On top of thatv, you
Total:
$W
$7,200
might qualify for an exclusive
Army Adds:
$2,000
Army educational incentive
Total Benefits.
$9,200"
of $2,000. (Longer enlistments
Maximum individual contribution'
can result in higher incentives.)
during a 2-vear enlistment
And you can participate in
""Certain 4-vear enlistments can get you
as much as S14.100 tor college, plus a $5,000 VEAP at the same time you're
cash enlistment bonus tor a total of $ 19.100 receiving loan forgiveness.
So, in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of
your debt behind you and up to $9,200 for your education ahead
of you. (Of course, a longer enlistment could result in more educational benefits and 100% loan forgiveness.)
To find out more about both ways to serve your country
as you serve yourself, call 800-421 -4422. In California,
800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii. 800423-2244. Ask for
the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.
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Drug firm investigated
By SANDE SNEADE
The U.S. Postal Service is
currently investigating a Bel
Air. Maryland firm that sent
colorful brochures depicting
various stimulants to area
college students.
The firm. R.S.L. Pharmacal
Inc.. sent advertisements for
"drugs" through the mail to at
least three students at JMU.
The cover of the brochure
reads. "Why pay more from
an unlicensed street dealer?"
The brochure then opens up to
a full page spread depicting
small pills with words interspersed
reading,
"stimulants, legal, very effective,
and
profitable,
satisfaction
guaranteed,
C.O.D. or paid in advance."

Photo by Mikt Blevini
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The brochure does not say
anything about . the effect
these drugs would have or
their purchase price but it did
give a telephone number for
students to call.
A simple phone call to the
company is all it takes to find
out what the chemical makeup of these drugs are and how
much they cost.
According
to
R.S.L.
Pharmacal Representative,
"Steve", the small capsules
depicted in yellow and black
in the brochure contain 100
milligrams of caffeine, 35
milligrams of

phenylpropanolamine. and 25 ,
milligrams
of ephedrine
sulfate. "The larger black
capsules contain anywhere
from 150 milligrams of caffeine to 325 milligrams of
caffeine, 35 milligrams of
phenylpropanolamine. and 25
milligrams
of ephedrine
sulfate. Both large and small
capsules cost $40 for 1000 and
$15 for 100." said Steve.
According to Steve, the
larger black capsules are diet
pills that hit you at once
whereas the other large
capsules of half-clear and
half-blue, green, white, or
black, are time released
capsules which means their
effect lasts longer than the
solid black capsules.
Carrie Pruitt, a sophomore
at JMU, is one student who
received the pamphlet in the
mail. She said, "Those capsules are really not much
different from Dietac which
can be bought without a
prescription at any drug store.
Dietac
contains
200
milligrams of caffeine and 50
milligrams of
phenylpropanolamine which
is the appetite suppressant."
Pruitt said that Dietac is also
time released which means
that it lasts about 12 hours,
whereas Vivarin, another
over-the-counter drug- con-

Fill in the blanks
<
andtap
into our secret!
Come to any Harrisonburg Pizza Hut®
restaurant buy any Large or Medium Pan Pizza and
get a frosty lOounce mug of
for just 20C.
Everyone knows, nothing goes with great pizza like
________ and you can't beat the price!
Once you discover our
secret and bite into our fantastic Pan
Pizza, you'll want to tell everyone
about our refreshing
20Cl_
.
-So go ahead.
We can't tell,
but you can.
:very Wednesday Night from 5PM^CIosing.

r 1981 Pizia Hul Inc

t

tains only 200 milligrams of
straight caffeine which gives
you and "all in one push" for
about four hours.
Pruitt said that since these
stimulants are so readily
available, she would never
take the trouble to send away
to a company for mass
quantities of pills. She said.
"Mayne it's just
psychological, but I think
coffee is a lot easier on your
system. I learned my freshman year that if you want to
stay awake, drink coffee instead of taking Vivarin."
While Pruitt realizes that
these capsules are not much
stronger than coffee or diet
pills, other students may not
be as familiar with these
stimulants. According to
Postal Inspector. Ned Friece.
of
Washington,
"R.S.L.
Pharmacal is one of several
companies that advertises
capsules that look like
prescription drugs. It looks
like the real thing...'the
temporary pickup you're
looking for', when actually it's
no stronger than No-Doze."
According to local Pharmacist, James Hughes, this is
the biggest problem that
police have with this type of
company. He said, "The
problem is that these capsules
so
closely
resemble
prescription drugs in color,
size, and even in duplicating
the numbers and letters on the
capsules, that illegal dealers
around campus can look at
these fakes and imitate
them."
In addition, Hughes said
that if a drug dealer is running
short one week, he may resort
to
buying
these
mild
stimulants to mix the powders
together with the real stuff to
"strech" his supply.
"As far as legality is concerned," said Hughes, "what
they are doing is perfectly
legal so Police don't know
what to do about it. The only
thing they can do is get them
for being a retail establishment with no retail license,
but I'm sure this company has
a license."
Hughes said that the difference between these fake
stimulants and prescription
stimulants is in the area of the
brain that is affected. He said,
"Prescription
stimulants
contain biphetamine which
stimulates a part of the brain
which allows for super concentration and a long attention span. It's the kind of
stimulant that makes you
never want to come to the end
of a chapter if you can
imagine that! These caffeine
based drugs on the other hand,
stimulate a part of the brain
which only keeps you awake
for a certain period of time."
Michael Condyles, a freshman at JMU also received this
invitation to buy and sell
drugs. He said of the pamphlet. "When I first saw it. I
threw it away thinking this is
ridiculous, they can't do this.
But then I thought that this
might explain why there is so
much speed on campus if
pharmaceutical
companies
are allowed to sell stimulants
through the mail."
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Removal of lofts
found necessary
despite hassles
By JILL HOWARD

Summer loft removal:
students here call it a hassle
The administration calls it
necessary.
"It makes me mad." said
sophomore
Chris Thuot.
referring to the thought of
dismantling her full loft in
Cleveland' Hall where she
plans to live again next year.
Cleveland is one of about a
dozen residence halls slated
for either summer maintenance or housing, according
to Cheryl Gray, assistant
director of the office of
residence halls and commuting student services. The
lofts restrict maintenance
efforts and are inappropriate
for summer housing. Gray
said. Therefore, lofts must-be
taken down by owners, even if
they are returning to the same
room in the fall.
Lofts may remain standing
during the summer in Ashby.
Converse, Gifford, Hoffman,
Logan and Wayland Halls.
Summer loft policies vary
from year to year according to
the maintenance and housing
needs determined by the
housing office and Buildings
and Grounds. Gray said. She
added that different dorms
have different maintenance
needs.
HALLS SUCH as Ashby and
Spotswood with "rowdy male
populations" need repairs
more often than quieter dorms
such as Wayland or Hoffman,
she noted, adding that all
dorms are continually inspected for damage or special
needs.
"It's an ongoing kind of a
process,"
Gray
said.
Residence halls need major
repairs such as painting about
every other-year to "give the

rooms a good overhaul." she
said.
Once her office knows which
dorms must be closed for
maintenance or used for
summer housing. Gray said it
publishes a list of those dorms
in which lofts may remain
standing. This year's list was
sent out April 9.
"If I was going to be moving
into a dorm and building a loft
for the first time, I would
move into a dorm where I
could leave the loft up over the
summer." Thuot said. She
estimated that taking down
her Cleveland Hall loft will
take about eight hours.
Senior Jeff Yost had a
similar loft removal experience last year in Gifford
"We had to get up at 5 o'clock
in the morning to take it
down" in order to have it
ready for a 10 a.m. pick-up by
a loft storage service.
Sigma
Pi
Fraternity
operates the only studentsponsored loft storage service
here. In their third year of
operating
the
service,
fraternity members will pick
up. store and deliver any size
loft for $30. The lofts are
stored in Harrisonburg's Mini
Stor-It.
Individual students may
rent storage space at Mini
Stor-It for 10 percent off their
regular storage price. According to employee Donna
Stone, many students get
together and store up to four
lofts in a single 5-by-10 foot
room for a period of. four
months for $72. Various sizes
of
storage
space
are
available. Mini Stor-It does
not pick up or deliver the lofts.
Lofts that are not taken
down according to JMU
regulations are subject to a
$25 fine.

SHONEYS
FISH FRY

Phot, by Yo Naaaya

DAVE PHORES. Paul Mach and Phil Grouffon
enjoy the benefits of their loft. However,

university regulations specify that lofts must
be removed during the summer.

I I'-

DINNER

CHIOS AMD TOMATO EXTRA

I ■■ ■■■■■■ •>>■■■ CLIP COUPON ■■ .1H ■■■■■■ ■

■/Get a Single V, pound* Hamburger*
an order of
golden French Fries
and a medium drink

ONLY

I
I
I
I

INCLUDES:
• Tender M> Nkta Med to'
perfection with Snoncy'*
own •pedal if—fining.
•Golden brown French aies.
(or baked potato 5-10 pm)
• loaned Grecian bread
• tartar tauceand lemon wedge.
• SHONEVS ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP H SALAD BAR'
THANK YOU KM COMNC TO

SHONEYS
-4-

for only $£ >9
CHfttt ANO TOMATO) exTHA.
E

Offer«xp,r«« May 5

nji'"

. ii

N£' vrtioMt ie» JM

Good only in H ARRCONBURG, V A

[

COOKING

^

I1 ■.'.!. ■.'>■ inli'ii'w. . }ummi1»m^}™*m*™?**^
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Special Olympics

Top left - Opening ceremonies for Sunday's Special Olympics at
Madison Stadium included the traditional release of helium-filled
balloons. Top right - Awards were presented to the Olympians
after completing their events. Lower right - JMU students contributed to the games, with several serving as "buggers." Lower
left - Among games included in the Special Olympics was the high
Jump.

Photos by Mike Blevins
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"Announcements
Car Wash

Biology Seminar

Alph Sigma Alpha will
spoasor a car wash April 28-29
11 a m -3 p.m at DonuUMan

A biology seminar with
Robert Owermohle. Jr lecturing on "Mature Undisturbed Woods in Shenandoah National Park" will be
held April 28 at 4 p.m. in
Burruss 314,

Interior Design
The interior design club of
the home economics department will meet on the second
Tuesday of each month at 6
p.m in coordination with the
Frances
Sale
Home
Economics Club beginning
this fall

4-H

A Collegiate 4-H meeting
will be held April 28 at 7:30
p.m. in WUU C The program
will include the adoption of the
constitution and organization
of an on-campus club next fall.
For more information, call
4188.

Math Colloquium
H. Edward Donley. Jr. of
Carnegie-Mellon University
will lecture on "Finite
Element Approximations to a
Class of Ill-Posed Problems"
April 28 at 3 p.m. in -Burruss
111.

Comm. Arts Test
The communication arts
department will offer its
English Proficiency Test
April 29 at 3 p.m. in WinePrice auditorium. Any student
intending to enroll in Comm.
281 must pass this test. Sign up
in the Comm. Art office. WinePrice 123

WMRA

Class Rings
The
last chance for
sophomores to order Hosten's
class rings for fall delivery is
Mav l 10 a.m.-4 p.m. in WUU
C, "

Caps, Gowns

WMRA. 907 KM. presents
the tenth anniversay special
edition of "All Things Considered" May 4 at 5 p.m.

Caps and gowns are .still
available in the- university
Imnkstnre lor graduating
seniors

Wampler Play
if

Wampler
Experimental
Theatre presents When You
t omin Back Red Ryder, a
play by Mark Medoff. April miMay i at 8 p.m. Tickets are
81.50 and available at the
door

keep on truckin'
Age limit 18 years

Tri Beta

Just in time for the end—of— year break
RYDER has
lowered the age limit for truck rentals to 18 years old.

The final meeting of TriBeta will be held April 29 at 7
p.m in Burruss 114. Guest
lecturer will be Dr Andras
Szakal of the Medical College
of Virginia who will speak on
"Macrophages." All present
and prospective members are
invited.

for your move or how about sharing a truck
, with a friend who lives near you???
Come in and check out our
special student rental rates!-!!

Student Loans
Meetings concerning the
repayment plans of national
direct student loans will be
held April 28-29 in WUU B for
graduating seniors and nonreturning
students.
Attendance at one of the
scheduled meetings is compulsory

ATTENTION

433-9331
NO CHECKS ACCEPTED

CASH OR ACCEPTED CREDIT CARD ONLY.

SOPHOMORES
\

OR
GRADUATES IN CLASS OF 1983
******************************************
/

JOSTEN'S
^u
^^f ^^
^^f ^h
^^f ^P
^^^ ^flp
^^f* ^^f*
^K ^%
^^f ^^
*J^» ^»
*^r ^^
v ^^K
*^^ ¥^
*J^ ^L»
*^s ^^^
L- ^L*
^^f ^^
^tt ^^f
fcJ* *^^
*^f ^p
^^^
f^ *^p
*P ^HP
^^ ^p
^K ^^f
^p ^^
#J» "iV^
rp ^^^
^p- ^nP
^» ^^f
^* ^^f
#^ ^i*
^^ ^L*
^* ^L*
^^ s^^
J^ ^p
#J% ^*
^^ rf|*
^* -^«
^^ ^K
^K ^»
^^ ^^f
^P* ^p
^R ^P

Will be on campus taking re-orders for
OFFICIAL CLASS OF 1983 RINGS
on FRIDAY, MAY 1 from 10 am - 4 pm
in Room C of the Union
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The Nighthawks are coming!f
simply
entitled
The
Nighthawks and is on Mercury Records.
The band has also been
known to play a supporting
role, as they did on the recent
John Hammond Hot Tracks
LP (Vanguard Records).
They have jammed with B.B.
King, Muddy Waters, James
Cotton and other familiar
bluesman, as well as Gregg
Allman.

NIGHIHAWKS
By BRYAN POWELL
Do- you think John Lee
Hooker is 'boss'?
Do you speak reverently of
Muddy Waters or B.B. King?
Do you enjoy straightforward, R&B-based rock 'n'
roll?
Do you like to get rowdy?

nation's best white blues—
R&B groups, rivaled only by
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers and possibly the
Fabulous Thunderbirds from
Texas.
Certainly,
their
reputation proceeds them.
The band was formed in 1972
and its present lineup has

*Blue» and rock V roll*
If the answer to any or all of
these questions is yes, you will
no
doubt
enjoy
the
Nighthawks here Thursday
night.
The Nighthawks are a fourman
band
from
the
Washington, D.C. area which
specializes in a wonderful
synthesis of blues and rock 'n'
roll. They have become
recognized as one of the

been together since 1974. The
Nighthawks have released six
albums; one of these, on
Alladin Records, is now out of
print and valuable. They have
also released four LPs on the
Maryland-based
Adelphi
label: Open AU Night.
Nighthawks Live, Jacks and
Kings, and Side Pocket Shot.
Their most recent release is

THE
HAWKS
have
averaged about 300 gigs per
year in recent years, and the
band is apparently comfortable with this schedule. As
harp player and vocalist Mark
Wenner once said, "We've
never lived for the day when
the 'Big Recording Contract'
would come out of the sky and
take us away from this. We
liveior what we're doing. We
can survive another 20 years
just fine and make decent
bucks and have a healthy,
creative, work—play
situation."
Drummer Pete Ragusa
agrees. "You hit a groove. It's
like when you work nine to
five, your body gets that way.
You get up on Saturday even if
you don't have to. We're that
way—only we go from nine to
Five in the morning"
In addition to their* blues
foundations, the band also
displays talent with soulful
R&B and some quantity of
rockabilly. The fact that
Thursday's concert will be in
the intimate confines of
Wilson HaU should be all the
more reason to look forward
to this show. Tickets are on
sale now at the University
Program Board office for $3
with JMU ID and $4 for the
general public.

THE NIGHTHAWKS will be bringing their superb blend of blues and rock 'n' roll to Wilson HaU
Thursday.

Curio magazine
goes on sale
By DAVID LETSON
Curio, the bi-annual feature magazine written and
produced by students enrolled in Communications 482,
will go on sale this weekend at local newsstands and die
University bookstore.
This spring's Curio is the sixth issue of the magazine
which contains articles with a "feature twist" about
Shenandoah Valley arts and crafts, homes, local
photographers, restaurants and sports, according to this
semester's editor Kathy McLoughlin.
The theme for the new issue is nostalgia. "We're
covering older people's remembrances of the Valley,"
McLoughlin said, adding that a history of the Wetsel
Seed Company as told by its founders is the cover story.
Other articles in the issue include a gallery of
photographs by Allen Litten, a feature on two Valley
weathermen and a story about a ride with a Valley
trucker.
About 20 James Madison University students worked
on the spring Curio staff to produce a magazine containing 13 articles. Comm 482 is a three-credit class, for
which prerequisites Comm 282 and 481.(Newswriting
and Feature Writing) or permission of instructor David
Wendelken. Photographers for the magazine need only a
"a working knowledge of photography," McLoughlin
said.
..ONE STORY is required of all writers, while
photographers work with the writers to provide
photographs to compliment the article. Other staff
members work to solicit and design advertisements to
finance the magazine's $3300 budget. The magazine also
receives $600 funding from the communication arts
department for faculty subscriptions.
The spring 1980 issue of Curio recently was awarded
an All American ranking in national magazine competition by the Associated Collegiate Press, and the
spring 1980 and winter 1981 issues together received
honorable mention in Society for Collegiate Journalist
magazine
competition.
The magazine costs $1.25 and will be available at the
JMU bookstore. Centerpoint Books, Valley Books,
Hughes Pharmacy, Gitchell's Photo and other locations
throughout the Valley.
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A salute to Chuck Berry
hassles. Again, he was speaking for a
generation:
Hunnin' to and fro'
Hard working at the mill
Never fail in the mail yet
Come a rotten bill.
Working in a filling station
Too many tasks
Wipe the windows, check the tires.
check the oil
"A dollar gas!"

Photo by Bryan Powtll

CHUCK BERRY recently was awarded four BMI citations
of Achievement. Above, Berry signs autographs between
By BRYAN POWELL
He is the foremost musical factor of
our time.
It cannot be disputed that rock 'n'
roll has become the most socially
significant form of music in the past
quarter century. In terms of shaping
the future and influencing American
youth, rock n' roll is. at least
musically, just about all that matters.
The music of Chuck Berry, more than
25 years after its initial appearance,
remains the definitive sound of the
genre. It has survived the British
Invasion. 60s psychadelia. heavy
metal, disco, punk, new wave and any
other musical movements one cares
to mention.
Broadcast Music. Inc. (BMI). the
world's largest music licensing
organization, recently held a musical
celebration to mark the re-opening of
the famed Nashville club. Exit—In.
The highlight of the evening was a
performance by Chuck Berry and the
presentation of four BMI Citations of
Achievement to him. The awards
were given for achievement in pop
music, country and western, rhythm
and blues, and rock 'n' roll. It was the
first time four such commendations
were awarded to a single individual.
THE CATEGORIZATIONS are a bit
misleading. Chuck (who can call him
Berry?) is a rock 'n' roller. He is not a
bluesman. as some may claim: his
work shines with lyrical craftmanship
and musical innovation, neither of
which are qualities particularly
related to blues. He certainly is not a
country and western singer, a term
which implies white hillbillies in hats.
When Chuck plays in a country style,
it is inherently and obviously black
country. And the 'pop' category is
almost too ambiguous to deal with at
all.
So why honor Chuck in these
categories? The answer is simple.
These are the fields he dipped into for
inspiration when he began his musical
career. These, with his own 1 creative
genius, have integrated to' become
what most of us now call rock 'n' roll.
While he belongs exclusively in no
category, he has redefined them all.
Many believe that if one person
would be chosen to epitomize rock V

shows at Busch Gardens last year. Below, Rockin' out on
"Nadine."

roll, it would be Elvis Presley.
Presley's raw magnetism, sexuality,
rebelliousness and (later) selfdestruction are. to many, synonomous
with rock. But Chuck's music
possessed the same rebelliousness:
Soon as three o'clock rolls around
You finally lay your burden down
Close up your books, get out of your
seat
Down the halls and into the street
L'p to the corner and round the bend
Right to the juke joint you go in.
Drop the coin right into the slot
You've gotta hear something that's
really hot
With the one you love you're making
romance
All day long you've been waiting to
dance
Feeling the music from head to toe
'Round and 'round and 'round you go.

Hail, hail rock n' roll
Deliver me from the days of old
Long live rock 'n' roll
Feeling is there, body and soul.
(School Days—1957)
The spirit of independence and
rebellion central to rock 'n' roll is
inherently combined with a disregard
for tradition. In Chuck's case, this is
usually done with carefree, witty
style:
.,
Roll over Beethoven
Tell Tchaichovsky the news...
Dig these rhythm and blues... (Roll
Over Beethoven 1957)
A lesser known but nonetheless
classic track entitled "Too Much
Monkey Business" aptly expresses
Chuck's views on jobs and other

"School Days." "Roll Over
Beethoven." and "Too Much Monkey
Business" are. of course, a small
sampling of Berry lyrics. They are
enough to show his skill as a wordsmith, though—a skill which Presley
certainly didn't possess.
Chuck is a pioneer, both musically
and sociologically. He took the 12 bar
blues format and sped up the whole
thing, added his classic two-string
guitar interpretations and a new form
was born. It sounds simple in
retrospect, and perhaps it is. But this
simplicity has made his music an
international common denominator.
Berry's sociological significance is
not so easily surmised. Of black entertainers presenting black music.
Chuck was one of the first to reach
white America. This transcendence
coincided
with
other
racial
breakthroughs
of
the
50s,
breakthroughs which have irreversibly changed our nation. It is curious
that his musical appeal lies mostly
with whites: he has never musically
betrayed or turned his back on blacks.
Perhaps it is enlightening that, in a
1979 Grooves magazine interview, he
said, very directly, that he gears his
music for white audiences. "I play for
the masses of people and the masses
in this country are predominantly
white, let's face it. So I can work 10
times as many places playing popular
music as I can playing soul music,
and if popular music is white, the
Lord help us, I'll go in that direction."
WITH ALL due regard to his
sociological
significance,
what
probably makes Chuck most important is his ability to have fun—both
with his audience and his musical
peers. Chuck is the consummate
entertainer: in. concert, he possesses
a clever, sharp wit which knows no
racial, sexual or age boundaries. By
the time he finishes "My Ding-ALing," the ladies in the audience are
singing along just as loudly as the
men. In attending a Chuck Berry
concert, it becomes obvious that
Chuck loves "Rock and Roll Music,"
and it is also evident that his fans love
it as much as he does. Together they
celebrate this common bond.
In the final analysis, that's probably
all it boils down to. During a national
television appearance in 1972, John
Lennon said. "If I had to pick another
name that meant rock 'n' roll, it would
have to be Chuck Berry." Musicians
can relate easily to his style, writers
can appreciate the economical depth
of his lyrics, and fans can enjoy the
music which he—more than anyone
else—has come to represent.
Just let me hear some of that rock and
roll music
Any old way you choose it
It's got a back beat, you can't lose it
Any old time you use it
It's gotta be rock and roll music
If you want to dance with me.

Photo by •ryon Powoll

Regardless of what happens to the
status of Chuck Berry's music in the
future, he has created a rock 'n' roll
tradition which has positively
changed our times. For that we owe
him one massive 'Thank You.'

r.
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T-Birds offer the perfect sound
By BRYAN POWELL
Warning: If you don't enjoy reading
an unconditional endorsement of an
exceptional album, read no further.
The Fabulous Thunderbirds (the TBirds). that outstanding R&B quartet
from Texas, have recently released
their third album. Butt Rockin'. on
Chrysalis Records. On this record, the
band does nothing particularly new.
What makes Butt Rockin' and the two
previous T-Birds LPs—Girls Go Wild
(1979) and What's The Word (1980)—
so irresistable is that the group has
perfected their sound within the R&B
format.
Instrumental virtuosity and attitude are the -keys to the band's
sound. Vocalist and harmonica

Waters, in fact, has called Wilson "the
greatest harmonica player there is
today.

master Kim Wilson has a voice that
creates recognition; it is strong,
resonant and exactly suited to the
needs of the band. His blues harp
skills compare at least equally—if- not
favorably—with those of the late
"Little Walter'' Jacobs. Muddy

THE FABULOUS Thunderbirds deliver R&B with flawless
style. Above are Fran Christiana. Jimmy Vaughn. Keith

GUITARIST JIMMY Vaughn is
equally skilled. He is able to switch
fluidly from rhythm to lead, and he is
quite well versed in the subtleties of
blues guitar. The rhythm section of
left-handed bassist Keith Ferguson
and drummer Fran Christiana
provide a solid, unerring platform on
which Wilson and Vaughn can build.
The band simply does not overplay,
and this understated, "cool" attitude
makes them most enjoyable. A T
Birds listener will never feel as if he is
being subjected to a musical fit of

PROBABLY THE single most interesting cut on this album is
"Mathilda," which will inevitably
remind listeners of "Happy Days,"
American Graffiti, sock hops, soda
pop and all the rest of that nostalgic
stuff. The saxophones add a perfect
touch to this one: the song would have
a totally different effect without them.
Other appealing numbers include
"Give Me All Your Lovin'," a bouncy
50s rocker, and "I'm Sorry," in which
keyboard and saxes are at their most
prevalent. Both songs feature excellent lead work by Vaughn. "Roll,
Roll. Roll" and "I Hear You Knock in'
" (not the classic Little Richard tune)
are standard and unimaginative, but
they are nonetheless enjoyable.
The only letdown on the entire
disc—and it is only a minor one—is
the T-Birds rendition of the late Slim
Harpo's "Tip On I A" George
Thorogood does a much hotter version
of this one on More George Thorogood
and the Destroyers, his latest LP, and
this version seems tame by comparison. If not viewed in relative
standards, though, the track is more
than adequate.
The Fabulous Thunderbirds have
now released three albums, each of
which features R&B and rock n' roll
of the highest quality. Thus far,
they've
avoided
redundancy.
Frankly. I can't wait for the next one.

Ferguson and Kim Wilson.

LPB

Red Ryder opens
By DIANE FITZPATRICK
A contemporary drama. When You Comin' Back,
Red Ryder?, will be performed at the Wampler
Experimental Theatre this weekend.
In the play, a Vietnam veteran played by Mark
Legan. pulls into a small, greasy New Mexico diner to
fix his van. There, the vet loses his control and takes
over the diner. He psychologically and physically
torments the customers and employees by bluntly
pointing out painful truths about their personal lives,
and making them act out ridiculous fantasies to
appease him. After shooting a customer and
threatening the lives of the others, he demands food
and money and leaves.
The war has left the protagonist bitter and
emotionally drained. His perverted actions are his
way of taking revenge against a country which has
destroyed his ideals and left him without consideration for his fellow man.
THE TITLE refers to the generation born about the
time of World War II, a generation which grew up
worshipping such heroes as Roy Rogers, Mickey
Mantle and a big, bad movie star named Red Ryder.
The idealistic innocence created by such adulation is
later shattered by the bitter reality of the Vietman
war.
When Yon Comin' Back, Red Ryder? was extremely successful off-broadway in 1973. The two-act
drama was written by Mark Medoff, also the author
of the Tony Award winning Children of a Lesser God.
Showtime for the play, which will run April 30-May
2. is 8 p.m. in the Wampler Experimental Theatre.
Tickets can be purchased at the door.

egomania (a dangerous trap for the
blues musician in particular).
Butt Rockin' is different from
previous T-Birds discs in only one
way: horns and keyboards have been
added for the first time. The
saxophones, played by Doug James
and Greg Piccolo, are an invaluable
addition, but Al Copley's piano work is
drastically undermixed and therefore
has little impact.
Among the best cuts on the LP is
"One's Too Many." which was cowritten by Wilson and Nick Lowe. The
track features Vaughn's distinctive
trcmoloed guitar and catchy, chanted
group vocals during the chorus. The
general effect of this song is to simply
"turn it up!"

Bond's comeback, 415 punk

By BARBARA HALL
A more appropriate title for
this album would have been
Gary U.S. Bonds and the E
Street Band. Not only was the
album produced by Bruce
Springsteen and Miami Steve
Van Zandt, but the entire E
Street band members performs on each number,
complete with saxophone
solos by Clarence Clemons.
A fan of Gary U.S. Bonds
from way back, Bruce
Springsteen
used
his
production skills in hopes of a
big comeback
for the
musician who was such a
success in the early 60s.
Springsteen
also
wrote
several of the songs especially

for the album. Clearly, the
sparkling talent of the E
Street Band is what makes the
album tick, but Dedication
does not ride on Springsteen's
reputation alone.
The album begins with an
exciting rocker entitled "Jole
Blon," which possesses all the
energy of 50s rock 'n' roll.
Springsteen provides
background vocals, and he
sounds anxious to break into
his own solo, which he does on
the second verse. It is a magic
moment when his voice comes
through, adding an extra thrill
to the song. The excitement
continues with the following
song, 'This Little Girl" which
is very much in the
Springsteen tradition. Again
Bruce can be heard clearly on
the background vocals. Since
Bonds and Springsteen sing in
much the same style, their
voices blend well together for
a unique and interesting
sound.
THE TITLE track is
another good rocker, one
which sounds like pure fun,
and in the spirit of

Springsteen's
"fraternity
rock" song, "Sherry Darlin",
from The River. The first side
of the album is then wrapped
up by a song written by Miami
Steve
"Daddy's
Come
Home"—which may be an
accurate description of Bonds'
musical resurrection:
Something's missing that was
there before
Like they've forgotten what
they're livin' for

All I can do is keep doing my
part
Tryin' my best to touch
somebody's heart.
After such a forceful first
side, it seems that side two
could only be an anticlimax. It
is. It begins with an unusual
version of a Lennon-McCarthy
song, "It's Only Love." It
drags slowly. On the following
song, the album hits its lowest
point. It is a somewhat
bothersome
version
of
Jackson
Browne's
'The
Pretender." Before listening
(Continued on Page 14)
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Fishing stories to tell your grandchildren

BY CHARLES GRADY
It was a cold, clear March morning,
and Harvey was whistling as we
pulled the boat off the truck and slid it
in the cool waters of Lake Anna
Harvey is a friend of mine from
Orange/County who owns a gun and
tackle / shop, manages a Game
Commission lake and who can be a
very Cheerful person at the darndest
times. Like then, for instance. I was
standing by the truck shivering and
trying to decide which was worse—the
chill north wind, the grits we had
eaten for breakfast or last night's
drunk
turned
this
morning's
hangover And there was Harvey.
/whistling as if no earthly hangover
could get him down as he cheerfully
secured the motor and hooked up the
battery.
I shook my head and handed him
our tackle and seated myself in the
front of the boat, content to let him
navigate the wind-swept water that
lay between us and the area we
planned to fish. The electric motor
started with a hum and we were off.
moving first towards the distant pines
and the rising sun in the east and then
swinging north to the hardwood forest
and sheltered caves of Goodwin's
Point.
I SWIVELED my seat around so
that I was facing the rear of the boat,
my back to the wind and the fine
spray the little waves made as they
slopped against the boat. As I looked
at Harvey in his leather cowboy hat
and sunglasses, I thought he
reminded me of someone famous
Looking more closely at his dark hair
and beard. I had it. He looked just like
Waylon Jennings. But then I

remembered that I wasn't all that
sure what Jennings looked like, just
what I thought he would look like It
didn't matter, though, because we
were old friends, the kind who don't
fuss over little details, and so I shared
mv thoughts with Harvey.
We both laughed and Harvey
remembered the time a rather
sloshed little girl took him for a
member of a local country and
western band Harvey, not one to
disappoint people, hadn't done much
to dispel her notion and. well, he took
full advantage of his new status.
About IS minutes later, we entered
the firs; of several coves. The coves
lay perpendicular to the wind, and
that, combined with the steep banks
and big timber, offered some shelter
I dropped anchor and we broke out
our poles As we began to bait up,
Harvey explained his latest wrinkle in
our continuing quest to develop the
perfect minnow hooking technique.
Minnow hooking is a fine art in that
it's hard to keep the little devils lively
when you put them on a hook.
AS A matter of fact, it's downright
hard just to keep them alive. And the
whole idea behind fishing with minnows is that the more your minnow
swims around, the better his chances
are of attracting the attention of the
game fish you're after. It was with
this thought in mind that we had
experimented with different ways of
hooking them over the years. Through
the lip, over the head, near the back of
the tail-all had been successful, but no
one way really stood out.
Now Harvey w«as bending toward
me. explaining his new method. I
listened attentively as he showed me

* Bonds
(Continued from Page 131
to it I couldn't imagine
Bonds singing that particular selection, and after
hearing it I still can't come to terms with it Bonds
cannot adapt himself to the style of the song and the
resulting sound is ludicrous and just does not gel. But
the album picks up again with Bonds' own song.
'Way Back When.'' which, luckily for him. reminds
the listener of what Bonds can do best.
The Bob Dylan song "From a Buick 6" is again out
of context, but interesting enough to listen to Bonds
ends on a mellow note with "Just Like A Child." a
rhythm and blues song which is reminiscent of Ray
Charles
On a whole. Dedication has one side which radiates
with energy and excitement, and one side which is at
least interesting. It is. however, the type of album
which is good enough to give Gary U.S. Bonds the
comeback he is looking for And if he is successful, he
knows he has Bruce and the E Streeters to thank for it
all Dedication will satisfy a variety of tastes. It will
appeal to those who are fans of the Gary U.S. Bonds
"Quarter to Three" type music, or those who simply
love the spirit of early rock 'n' roll And for those who
just can't wait two more years for another
Springsteen album, this is the next best thing

how to bait a minnow through the
eyes It looked pretty easy, so I gave it
a try. and sure enough, it was. My
minnow didn't seem to mind, and I
thought, what the heck, if he knew he
might live longer, he'd probably think
I was doing him a favor
We plopped our bobbers down
beside a brush pile and leaned back to
await the first bite It didn't take long
to come, nor did the ones that followed
it. and so a couple of coves and hours
later, content with our morning's
catch of panfish. we dropped anchor
beside a large beaver lodge with the
intention of taking a break. Harvey
brags about never being one to get
caught with his pants down, so we
baited up and set out our lines for good
measure while we rested
I took a long drink off the bottle
Harvey offered and although it made
my stomach a little turbulent, it
seemed to ease my mind Leaning
back I began to tell Harvey about the
biggest fish I had every caughtalmost
I TOLD him how I'd been fishing in
that small pond, just fooling around,
when I got the biggest bite I had ever
had The fish had snapped my line in a
couple quick seconds, and I lost him.
Two days later. I hooked up with the
monster again. I played him for 20
minutes, on the same frail line he had
broken before, until I knew he was
weak enough to be landed. Finally he
lay exhausted in a shallow foot of
water. A well-meaning friend grabbed
the line where it came out of his
mouth and the eight-pound catfish
gave a last defiant shake of his head,
snapped the line and slowly made his
way back to the depths.
Harvey wasn't sure whether to
laugh or be sorry for me. So we both
took another drink to clear our minds,
and Harvey told me about the biggest
fish he had ever caught. He said he
had been flounder fishing near the
mouth of the Chesapeake Bay and
caught a four-foot shark. He told me
how it had bent his rod double underneath the boat until the pole
almost broke, and then he recounted
how once they got it in the boat it was
still so lively that they were forced to
subdue it by beating the stuffing out of
it with a paddle.
For some reason, we both found
Harvey's colorful version of this last
detail so uproarious that we rocked
the boat with our laughter and were

415 Music
By BRYAN POWELL,
What is 415 Music"'
415 Music
Three chord music
Garage music
White boys
White noise.
In addition to the above answer, offered by the
Readymades on this LP's title track, "415" is the San
Francisco police code for disturbing the peace, that
city's area code and the chord format used in many
new wave songs lIV—I—V). 415 is also the name of
the independent label which released this sampler of
San Francisco-based new wave.
In addition to the Readymades and others, this disc
features The Donuts, Times 5. The Mutants. The
Symptons and The Offs In spite of the corny names,
there is some good music here.
This album's best song is "Simple Sabotage" by the
Symptons The song has a violent, ominous tone of
foreboding that characterizes much of the best punk
and new wave. The vocals come at you like Black
Sabbath's Ozzie Osbourne and the lyrics are
threatening. Another strong track is The Mutants
unpolished, guitar-oriented "Baby's No Good."

still giggling like a couple of
schoolgirls when I noticed Harvey's
bobber doing a dance on the water. It
then dove under, and I pointed and
yelled Harvey jumped up, grabbing
his pole just before it went overboard.
For the next 15 minutes I watched
that fish jump, dive and make 60-yard
runs, until finally that four-pound
bass was doing them on the floor of
our boat
TWENTY JUBILANT minutes
later, we decided that it might be wise
to put the fish on our stringer, so that
he would not become a very dead fish.
He was already beginning to look a
little stiff
I handed Harvey the stringer, and
he added the hefty fish to our eight
crappie. After he handed the stringer
back. I leaned over the side swishing
the big bass gently through the water
to riase off the dirt from the floor of
the boat that was clinging to his sides.
As I looked back at Harvey smiling
about all the good eating in store for
us this evening, my hand suddenly felt
as if it was trying to hold back Mark
Spitz doing his butterfly kick down the
stretch.
The stringer was jerked from my
hand, and I turned just in time to see
one big tail fin lead eight others back
into the depths of Lake Anna
Neither of us moved or said a word
for a moment. I heard Harvey let out
a deep sigh. Fortunately, as I said
before, we weren't the type to let one
picky little detail stand in the way of a
good friendship. By the time we
looked at each other my grin was
matching the twinkle in his eyes, and
we both burst out laughing.
We decided that we had had enough
for one day, and Harvey, still grinning, steered us back into the windy
waters of the lake. Before I knew it we
were hoisting the boat back into the
truck. I felt obliged to offer one last
apology at Harvey. He brushed it off
with something about how this was
the kind of thing that made fishing
worthwhile, the kind of thing that you
never forget, the type of thing you tell
your grandchildren about. That last
line made me think. While I didn't
have any grandchildren to tell fishing
stories to, I never have been known to
pass up a good story idea. Hmmm.
Naah, it would never work. Who'd
ever believe it?

which is chaotic and almost comes apart altogether
at the end.
ASIDE FROM those two tracks, the album is more
conventional than expected. The Donuts' "Johnny,
Johnny" features Lisa Bosch on vocals and sounds
like a raw re-creation of 60s Motown girl groups
i remember "Walking In The Sand" or Leslie Gore?).
"Searchin' For A Thrill." by 391, makes use of nice
group harmonizing, and is very straightforward. Jo
Allen and The Shapes' "Shimmy, Shimmy" also has
obvious 60s rock influences. SVT's "Always On My
Mind" is impressive and hard-charging, although the
final vamp is overworked.
Other tracko don't fare as well. These tracks include Sudden Fun's " < I Can't Wait For The) Weekend
Show," which has sparse verses and is generally dull.
"Is Your Radio-Active." by Times 5. is a cute wordplay and nothing more. The Ofts "I've Got The
Handle with obvious island influences is not particular^ appealing
Overall, though, this is a worthwhile compilation of
the talent-laden San Francisco new wave scene. The
record is not available at all retail stores in this area,
but information about it and other albums on the 415
label can be obtained by writing to the following
address:
415 Records
P.O. Box 14563
San Francisco. (A 94114
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Forensics team qualifies five for nationals
H* CHARLES L. TAYLOR
The
James
Madison
University Individual Events
Forensics team
recently
qualified five members to
participate in the American
Forensics Association
National Individual Events
Tournament
The national-level Forensics competition was held this
year at Towson State
University in Towson, MD
The highly competitive
event included representatives of 82 schools from
across the country, and involved 386 contestants.
To earn a speaking slot at
the tournament, each member
had to qualify his or her event
either by capturing a top three
speaking award three times at
tournaments throughout the
year, or by placing in the top
three at the District Forensics
Tournament held recently at
George Mason University.
AT THIS tournament. JMU
qualified five of its six
national slots, while becoming
the second place team in the
district.
which
includes
schools from New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Maryland.
Delaware. Washington, DC.
West Virgiia and Virginia.

Tipton places among top twelve
At the national competition,
top speaker Lynn Tipton
moved from quarter finals to
semi-finals . in Impromptu
speaking, placing her among
the top 12 speakers in this
event in the country.
"participating in nationals
competition is the culmination
of the year's activities."
Tipton said. "It gives us a
chance to see how we match
up against the best speakers
in the country
"I think that our performance at the nationals
competition says a lot for the
program here at JMU."
Tipton serves as assistant
coach for the team.
Anglea Atkins, the only

graduating senior on the
team, participated in After
Dinner Speaking and ranked
to the quarter finals, making
her one of the top 24 speakers
in the country in this event
Bob Daly, also assistant
coach for the team, placed in
the top 24 speakers at
Nationals
in
Expository
speaking.
while
Donna
Franklin, broke through the
quarter finals round in
Communication
Analysis,
ranking her in the top 18
speakers in the country for
this event.
VIRGINIA ' STAFFORD,
one of two freshman participants on the team, was the
only member to qualify two

* Demand
(Continued from Page 1)
calls TKE receives are
from women going to or from
Eagle Hall. He estimated that
it takes an escort about five
minutes to respond to a call
anywhere on campus. Like
AXP. TKE brothers alternate

hours for their volunteer
service and "all the brothers
have been very willing" to
provide the service, according
to Chipman.
Both fraternites plan to
continue the escort services in
the fall.

events for nationals com' petition
Stafford
competed
in
Oratory and Dramatic Interpretation, placing within
the top 24 speakers in the later
event. Stafford, who has taken
awards at every tournament
she attended this year, won
the Pentathalon award for
best speaker at an Old
Dominion University tournament this February, a rare
honor for a freshman.
Tipton. Daly, and Franklin
also have taken Pentathalon
awards at various tournments
this year.
Stafford reflected. "It felt so
good to be there in the first
place, that toactually break in
something was even more of
an honor." She added that she
felt "important to be among

the best speakers in the
nation.'-'
Individual Events coach
Kevin Sauter noted. "I'm very
pleased to have seen us do so
well this year. I'm proud of
the effort exerted in working
so hard for these awards.
"This activity is so great
because it is not only fun. but
it also contributes to one's
education and professional
development. Forensics is an
enjoyable activity that anyone
can do."
Sauter also added that this
year's team has done the best
at nationals and overall in the
history of the program.
"THE EFFORTS of the
team nave earned us close to
100 awards this year and
ranked us in the top 25 college
Forensic teams in the nation
for the second year in a row."
he said.
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Cut Class

LADY LEVrs
*ST*i,
CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT*
* SUPER STRAIGHT!
•••$19.98

TkeBoAj Shop
IK. rurpi. fellMhM On Ih* Court Squ...
1 North Main St.. Harrlionoura.
Open Ihursdo, and f ndoy Nights til 1 p.m.
OpanDally 10*.M to530P M
Motif Chora, and Vita ^

£^OTOBECANE
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WE HAVE THE FULL 1981 LINE
OF THESE BEAUTIFUL FRENCH
BIKES IN STOCK

"ALL NEXT WEEK"
APRIL 29, 30, MAY 1
Pick vnur tamrite AttCarVeJ class rinu, Cut it out.
Keep it with vou lot a while (let ,in idea what it's
like to own the tin* that vn., "I JiJ H!"
Then, next week, have the ixnuine article luted
PV, the ArtCarved representative visiting campus.
For one ueek on/v. vou'll have our newest selection
ol ting stvles to chixise Irom — and a specialist
who will make sure the tit is perfect. Plus, ihcte
will he some incredihle ArtCarved often to cut the
cost of unit class, nni! . . .

CUT uiur lies with the past JunnK our "Great
Rint; Exchange!" Trading your old 10K gold high
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could
save vou as much ai $90

(Free lock and cable with student I.D.
and this ad)
SPECIAL OFFER ENDS MAV 9. 1981

CUT the cost of a traditional or contemporary
SihsJium ring to )ust $7*.95 — a special ArtCarved
"Ring Week" discount up to $20.
CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring
from^Hir exciting new "Designer Diamond Gillec-

An> uuy vou cut it. next ueefc is the btu uvek to select wirr ArtCarved class rmg'

^%/!RTC71RyED

tg^f ^*9*

COME IN AND SEE THEM NOW!!!

\COLLEGE RINGS

MARK'S BIKE

10H* COLLEGE AVE HAHHISOMBUHO.

BICYCLES -MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

SV\1BOLIZI\(> YOl'R ABILITY TO ACHIEVE

•'.

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Deposit required MulerCh.r«e or VISA Kcepted ~ LOBBY HOURS: 1 OaiTl "4pm

THE PEDAL PEOPLE THE PEDAL PEOPLE

434-5151
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EXAMS!!

yel£js(DnThe_Wa£_
Exam Cram Sessions
Weohesday,April 29 from 4-5 p.m.
Thursday, April 30 from2-3 p.m.
in Room D of WUU
How To Review For Finals
How To Take Objective Tests
Writing Essay Answers
Relaxation and Concentration
Techniques
Psychological Strategies For
Effective Test Taking
EVERYONE WELCOME
A Service Of The Counseling And
Student Development Center
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unknowingly
join in peer pressure study
By ANN RICHARDSON
Nearly 750 James Madison
University students participated in the campus-wide
promotion of Red Dot Day. by
pinning a red paper circle on
their jackets or sweaters April
16.
Many of the red-dot wearers
only knew that the campaign
was launched through the
Communication Arts
Department and the Red Dot
Day advertisements were
posted
in
all
campus
buildings. Many participants
were not sure what the purpose of the promotion was.
One student said the purpose of Red Dot Day was to
bring recognition to the plight
of the Australian wolverine in

i

GETXJOR R
DOTS HEI

Florida. Another said he was
wearing the red dot because
his eyes were red.

One students said she was
celebrating the fact that 500
years ago the Saxons defeated
the mauroding barbarians
and emancipated the beanpole farmer, to set up today's
Western Civilization.
One girl stated that wearing
the dots was a negation of
values.
ACTUALLY. ANY one of
these explanations could be a
valid interpretation of the
purpose of Red Dot Day. The
originator of Red Dot Day,
Scott McClelland, a freshman
Communications major explained, "I told people (Red
Dot Day) can mean anything
you want it to mean."
McClelland said Red Dot
Day was simply an experiment
in
persuasion
through his course in speech
communications.
He attempted to prove the Group
Dynamics Theory with his
experiment, demonstrating
that people usually will
conform to group pressure,
even if they are not aware of
the group's purpose.
As he distributed all 750
dots, McClelland maintains
that the experiment was
successful, but doubts he will
attempt another one because
of the $60 cost involved for this
experiment.
Much of Red Dot Day's
success can be attributed to
his 200 advertisements posted
a week in advance. According
to McClelland, each poster
was stamped by the Student
Activities
Office,
which
established the credibility
needed to convince 750 people
to wear red dots. "People took
(thedots) because they looked
like they were valid," he
explained.

People
Power

<§)
helps
prevent
birth
defects
March of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation
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ll,\ Kll II \M \l III It
\.\ \( IIIU H«,
I'railuiif In .1 goal
.1^ halltinie
the .lames* Madison
I nixcrsttx lacrosse team rallied in
'hi -ei-nnd hull Saturday in post a '• H
, utnrx nxcr the College "l William
anil Mary in the i hampmnship game
■ it the Virginia \IA\\ Division I
LHTOSS(

TmirnailU'iil

The w III ttiiv I he seventh slraitihl (or
•In- eighth ranked IlyVhesses
i:i-j
and <|tialiliM them for their fourlh •
i 'onset liti\«• Inp In the National
Championships: slated lor Ma> l"»-17
al Penn st.itc I nixersity
I don t think they realize yet what
thev vedonc. coach Dee McDnnnugh
sud wiling it was ihi- first tune the
learn-had won the s.tate title
Thev
haven ' come down off of cloud nine
yet
The Duchesses three previous trips
to the national'- had come Ma in
\ ilatmn hut .i rule i hantie now allows
only the state eh.impion to par
Impale
"\Ve knew it would he the last time
wed play together if we lost
said
attack xxing Sue Peacock who scored
thniM-'iKiK "We-iust wanted to win
more than I hex did
While the Tnhe out-hot .IMl M IT
Duchesses goalkeeper Ta.pi Kelly
was credited with ..". sixev
Tara
. played an excellent name m the goal
cage
Mcl)nnough >-aid 'I ve never
seen her -top -hot- the wax she did
\\ II.I.I AM \\l> Marx granlwd an
early il lead and held a "> I advantage
al intermission Hut .IMl' regrouped

at h.ilflime and oulscored the Tnhe "v
i in the second period
"In thr twgmnitig-- VV-rHmm itnd
Marx took the lead and it was kind nl
upsetting Peacock -aid
I thought
(ind were going Hi lose this ifwc
don t watch out
Hut Peacock a Ireshman. put her
own douht- to rest hx scoring three
consecutive goals The last one came
with less than IK minutes to play'.Sftd
gjive .IMl its first lead at ti-5
7 T"
"Alter each person scored everyone
was excited Peacock said modestly
It didn't matter who it was that
-cured
Peacock s first goal came with just
in -econd- left in the first half and
hroughl the Duchesses to within 5-4
Someone -cored |ust before the hall
and that gave us a hig lift. Peacock
said not realizing her own effort
Peacock admitted that entering the
tournament -ceded first put added
pressure on the Duchesses
"At halftime coach said we proved
we re number one Now they have to
prove thev can heal us
Peacock
recalled
—PF\<tKK. PIHKD up. hx her
coach -speech -cored ng'un |USt nine
-econd- into the second hall to knot
the (Hinti'si
xx hen Sue scored "xvr knew we were
on our wax
Mowery noted
"Sue -go^-H- lining
McDonough
added "She s .i Ireshman and von
never know what Ire-hmen will do
under pro-Mire but she did a good |ob
lor iiH.i-iajlereu. broke William and
Marx -"T: 'n.iniite -curing dmiighl
alter Pem-nck - third tally tvmg the
contest at -iv with 14' minutes lelt
Hut \lowerv and Para Kiscn'bcrg

recorded hack to back goal- within
two minute- to put .IMP ahead lor
nind'irtt
Deren -cored her third goal with I.'
minutes iii play to keep William and
Marx vx ithin one
The Duchesses Theresa Williams
accounted lor xxhal turned out to he
the w mnmg score, as -he tallied on an
a-si-t from Ki-cnherg al the :w M

jiiark
"~ We were glad Para could make it
trie xx hole game.'' McDonough said
Kisenlierg hadn't played an entire
giime since hurting her hack in the
Duchesses'
contest
with
the
I niversitx of Maryland
ll I.IP Dl PI scored the Tribe's
linal goal with IS seconds left to plax
While making it to the nationals has
become almost
a
comitlon
oc
currance this years trip means
more "ll makes a difference when
xoti have to work lor something,"
Mowerx said "We xxeren I looking
lorwaril to the nationals
W e were tusl taking one game al a
tune to xx in the slate 11 makes it extra
special this wax
McDonnugh who was especially
plea-ed with the team- general
lierlormance would not credit mix
mdix iduaJ only -axing that the learn
plaxed -a--a unit
"K very, one played a good game
The defense helped out on ollen-e and
the ollense helped out oil dclen-e "
Mi'DoniHigh -aid AVe got (lown m the
lir-l hall "11111 we kept battling Hack
We did I lungs the wax w e had been
.vx or king on them all -ca-nn
MM!
TOl'l'KH Hid
Dominion
I iiixei-iiy ;; "i in pridax - -eiuilinalas Kathx Pishpallgh -cored three
goalI Sallv Crallici added two

Kellx proved In be a key on defense
a- the senior goalie turned back in
-In'1- The l.adx Motiarchs outshol
.IMl ."• H~T
("lamer -cored both nl her goals 111
the lir-t hall to pace the Duchesses to
a I : lead at intermission .IMP expanded il- lead lo li-l in the second

hall liefore IHd Dominion tallied three
unanswered' goa.ls to narroxx Ihe
margin to i;-4 with just under in
minutes lelt in the game.
"W'e plaxed well overall against
DIM'." McDonnugh said "We had to
hare doxvn in the last couple of
minutes "
The Duchesses, whose only losses
have come to lop ranked Penn State
and number three ranked Pniversily
ol Maryland, will lake a three -week
break liefore they venture into Ihe
national playoffs
MOW PHY DOPSVI
think the
lax nil will hurl Ihe team and is optimistic
about
the
I luchessechance"I havea positive attitude about il
Moxxery said "I think thai Ihe team
has a much more serious attitude as
well
We have gotten continually belter
throughout the season and I'm verx
optimistic about playing in the
nationals
Mclioiiough takes the same view
,Hiding, We got a pretty good seed in
ihe toui n.iiiieiii right in the middle
We won I be playing a top seed right
■ ■ti and that gives us a good chance lo
win our lust match
Thev are icallv up lor this and
kmr.v I hex tiave to "plax better
-he
• .iid tint ing I Ml has risen to the level
nl compel il ion all season
I dim I
know how we II dn overall: but I Hunk
we II In- in the winner's bracket

i»imH"'"n
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Baltimore rallies, 9-7

Defensive lapses send Dukes to defeat
n\\ ID 11:1:1.
Iliad Bahcm k - glare unil Ihr lengthy team
nii-fl iiiL' Ml.i'
tnllnwcil .lameMadison
I'lllVlTSllV- '(7 III-- In Hie IHlVITMlX 111
KIIIIPIKII ■• Mind.n
«<•!•• indicative ui [hr

lour run tilth Charles JI.IWKIIIS and Terr*,
l.iftle had Kid singles and Dave Pinter
crashed .i two run homer !•> rum Joe < arleton bid lor his eighth win Tin- minor righthander

Dllkc-

Baltimore i- an Kastem College Alhleln
i '.inlerelKe lex- and tin- lns-"u,i- the Dukes
liMirtll ill 17 innlerellii- mil inn- .IMC Mill tins: \
the KC.vc MNIIII loiii'n.inieni May ::• i? and
thiii i- Balicock - niaiiii' concern

IU

polio!IllillU e

Tin baseball I ink''- had pia\ed with no
apparent mill iv,'i I inn .mil certainly Miih.ii l>m
degree ui intelligence
Then- redly IMI i .1 iiiri-i•" correlation
between Ihis'parlieul.ir liis- .ind.ihr meeting
H.iiiiiick ..in:
Kill tin- will;, MI- haven i
pJTiwd well Th.il- oli\ inn
I In-1 Juki's h;i\ ■■ lost three ui ihi'ir last seven
game- .mil ha\c porloiiiied iinnohalanlh mi

limk Hie Ins- .illii I- 7 .'

\\ I HI lie■% l\(. in goi miiiiii-iituiii l'ir tbf
iiiiini.iineiil
liiibciK-k explained 'I i.iid ih.
kul- ihai i'\ en error we make in the n-i m our
game- including the loiinuimciT' is going'In

(U'lOIlM' 1111 several ll(<as|i>||-

in-! il- a rill

-IMI sMcpi .1 douhlehcuder trum the visiting
SUJHT Bees Saturday
7 u' ami 'i-1 alter
trouncing hapless- Virginia Mihl;ir\ Institute
Kriday in Lexington m-2 The Dukes are mw
:;:i 1.' I

\lter itn* longest regular season in .IMI"
history il mimes' the Duke-will have a week
■ ill in |irepare lor the KCAC evenl But Bat*
cock -aid the break will not help his lean:
l-.ven iwodav-oil hurt, he said "You start
sitting around thinking aboul il You have In
gel v our liming hack and after a layoff that can
lie bruta!
Warner Crumb and Dave Bli.ndino pitched
complete games Saturday as the Dukes swept
I he Super Bees Crumb 7-1 • tossed a seven-hit
shutout in the .opener and Blondmn 4-4
scattered nine hits in the* nightcap
Knight s -ingle and solo home run led the
.IMI' first-game attack The Dukes managed
only -even hit.- off Baltimore's Leonard
Nicdnha bill seven different, players drove in
run- lor .IMI

'Mil-: :t:i VAIVS represent ihr most ever h\ ;i
.IMI' baseball Irani The previous mark of !J
was recorded in 197ft. 1977 and I9H0
The Duki's were more Ihan generous in
handing Baltimore its loth win in 2f> games
.IMJ
eommitted seven errors and made
several other mental mistakes that allowed the
Super Mees to rally from an early 4-1 deficit
"The errors are coming pretty much on
routine plays."Jiahcock noted "I don't know il
the guys haveaeademie stufl on their minds or
what
"Il s the same guys who have heen
producing lor us who are now making the
mistakes.'' he added
The nghl side ol the .IMI infield was the
ehiel culprit Sunday
Roth shortstop Tom
Bncock.and third baseman l)enms Knight had
two errors
BOCIM'K AMI Knight each had solo homers
as did Marshall Wayland Way land's shot
came in ttie ninth inning and brought the Dukes
to within'9-7 • Super Bees reliever Ed Lancaster retired Lorenzo Bundy for the final out
with Jim Knicely aboard
Mike Reeves was responsible for JMC's
early advantage as he hit his third home run in
as many days with two on in the fourth
The Super Bees went ahead to stay with a

\ ITVC IU \ third inning keyed the Dukes
second win Beeves highlighted the explosion
with a grand skim, his second of the season
Beeves also went deep against,the Keydets
His solo shot came in the seventh inning JMC
scored all the runs it needed with six in the
opening frame
Al Smith and Buss Dickerson delivered twojnlnsingles lospark the uprising against VMI's
Scott Russell
Justin Gannon went the route'for JMC to
record his lourlh win in five decisions The
freshman southpaw surrendered six hits while
striking out eight and walking two
The defeat was the 24th consecutive lor the
Keydets and dropped their record to 1-27

v
■
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WARNKR ( Rl MB ran his record lo 7-1 Saturday
shutting mil Baltimore on \e\en hits.

by

JMU fourth at Seascape
K) l»\\ I KM IMM-I
The James MatTison I'mversity men's golf team completed ;t.spnng season Friday with a fourth plac.e finish al the Whole Ok.
- Dominion I'mversity Seascape Collegiate Invitational Tour
namenl at Nag- Head N C
The Dukes mushed w ith a team total of fill' seven shots behind
ttr.rd place Kast Carolina I niversity The I'mversity of Nortn
i arolina Charlotte Mas second with a i«W score and i>DC won tiie
nine ream tournament w ith ;i "W7 score The Monarchs had rounns
o!.'!'..' ■)!' Thur-iiav and .to"> on Friday tncapture the title
The Duke* originally were no! scheduled to compete in "this
lournaiucn: l»u: when Virginia Tech pull en out the Dukes en
',""'''

a.

#

I'ne Duke> Bob IVnn led'.iMl wnn a one under par 70 inMnlirs" round as .IMI compiled .■ 299 team score one shot out ■
llur
I'ne key !■■ iry round was I ken! the hall in the fairway " Per.-aid I'en n ai-ii -an: I ne course was -et up easier the first day tna:
the -ei'iiiii!

. 1'iifc^-'- ^fQ- '--ii

SBKt*3j
nil HI KKS" iiiiin Will »iiu ins niau'li Kriday
as ilir .IMI tennis leam deleateil (.eorge

|ila\ ei -. and

*••■

mi" N tII ■ null

I •

"

in-

iiialclies
1

iil'ir lorced In det.iull Hirer
in I. in iin- single's compelilion ami

(H III I! si OKI > i.i! tnc Dukes on Thursday were Chuck Ticksmil: i M Jininiv KinCiwith a 7." and Tin: i.yon.- with a 78 Pen;
u.i- tied Mi second IMII. two other goiters lor the individua.
ciianiiilHii-bip after rtie lirst I)
The lirst round leader wa- ''DC s Biliv .latin with a threeunder p;ir i>i
I'he■course wa- more difficult Friday hivause ul the wind ani
■in* tougher pin and lee placements A- a result each of the loir
!.■!• ic.iin- shot higher I'IHIIHI1'iie Duke- -ii"' a lean totai :'.' lor Hie iinai round I'en:
iiahooncd i" ac •• IIH! did not count u: the 'earn scoring
I could
not keep thcliaii in the ta:-w.i> I lie second Li\
I'-'nn MH:
Tin- s,a-.'.i|V' ci'iir-e :- .■ iigll! course mth 'no gr.i-.- ill tin
rough The rough i> -ili sand a:; ; »eeil>
I: MXI gel voiir b;ill u
_ the riHigl \im h ^ e [o IJ . - JJJ : A edge '■■ get the bjil UJLK oi:..-..
Hie •.<irwa'.
i'i i.i, noti'i
.IMI
■i.icii loin Hurt ,ii!ived with t'enn commenting "The
course was ngjilencd unti little tnc second round winch made a:'
Hie -cure- higher The rough: are -and dunes so \ on cannot afford
in t'ci in J^iere "
secoiiil round scores to:' I lie Dukes w ere Tickle al "■ King at 7"
i.veils at 7ii and Mike llo.ss with an Ki Jahn won the individual,
l:ii- .Mill. "• :ogn.i.oiii w iiii ,i.->i.s cvint:him a-W-hOieloiai'J

•>'

',.--}^*i?C*«
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Classifieds

by GWrry Trudeau

Dooneiury
I

For Sale

*"r

HMM I

MN7REC0G-

FOR SALE: Kamero light
meter.
practically
new.
originally $25. now $12 Also
Hova 5Hmm red filter for BAW
infrared film. $2.00. Call 434- •
2336.
8:30
to,
5.

?
.
YOUTHS
HEAT?
,

RgfJJfJFJ?

S

^NIZE HIM YOUR geFfiMER
BOY GOT A
_ ' NAME? - -

2fc%

NO. BUTIUSED
70 WORK WITH
THZttte W
NAMES DUKE.

DUKE7

YEAH.YEAHTHAT'S

miH£

Me. isuppose

FORMF*.
HOSTAGE*
HUi lf
> **

YOU RE GOING TO
WANT w BUY ME
A DRINK NOW.

LEJ
if—r

FOR SALE: 2.2 cubic ft.
Sanyo refrigerator. Great for
dorm use Available immediately. Call Bill at 4796.

I

WHATARE
YOU DONG IN
WASHINGTON7
I THOUGHT..

DUKB? IS
THAT YOU,
DUKB?

THAT'S
CLOSEENOUGH,
CHUMPI

HUH?
O

FOR SALE: room size rug for
$15.00 in good condition. Call
4559

STEREO VIDEO EQUIPMENT: All major brands
available. All fully guaranteed. Weekly special: Bose
301. $200.00 a pair! Call Steve
or Tim Batchelor at 433-8194.
We'll beat any verifiable
price!
NEW GRATEFUL DEAD
SHIRTS will be ready soon.
Once in a while you get shown
the light! Call 433-0458 for
more
information.

For Rent
FOR RENT: Sublease MayAugust rooms in house, two
blocks from campus. 2 rooms.
1 bathroom at 625 S. Main
Street. 1 person $110. 2 people
$200. Call Joel at 434-6232 or
Box2566
SUBLET
APARTMENT
MAY-AUGUST, living room,
kitchen, large bedroom, bath nicely furnished. 4 blocks
from campus. May's rent
free! For info call 433-1695.
SUBLET: May-August. Large
room in a house one block
from campus . . . Own back
porch, lofts, wall to wall
carpet. Call Bud or Bob at 4346232. 625 S.
Main St.

r

TWO
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT
available for subletting June 1
to August 31. Located on
Chicago Ave. one mile from
campus. Rent $225 per month
plus water and electricity.
Call
Seth
at
433-1742
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FOR RENT SHANK II - Fully
furnished. rent-$275: but is
negotiable. May or June
through August. Call 433-8965.
NAGS HEAD COTTAGE FOR
RENT: Need one female to
take last room in cottage.
Lease starts May 15. $150 per
month, including utilities. Call
or write Terry at 5413; p.o.
box 3577'.

DUKE IT'S MF.
OH. SPRINGFIELD..
SPRINGFIELD'
FROM THE N.R A., WHATS THE IDEA
OF SNEAKING UP
REMEMBER.?
ON ME LIKE THAT'
\ s"
ICOULDA BLOWN
YOU AWAY I
\

w

GB'fa'tt'

I'M SORRY.
THAT WOULD
HAVE BEEN
YOUR RIGHT

C •-.

I KNOW, BUT
ID0N7WANNA
GET THROWN
OUrrAHEflB.

tmmm

FOR SALE: Rare 1969 GTO
convertible in excellent shape
with air. Call after 5. 234-8015.
FOR SALE: Onkyo CP-1030F
turntable. Quartz PPL. direct
drive, fully automatic: audio
technica AT 145a dual magnet
cartridge. All in unopened
cartons - unused
full
guarantee - $335. Call Joel at
434-6232.
or
box
2566.

OKAY, HOW

MM"**
OFF?

L-)

FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 200.
3300 miles, showroom condition. 60 mpg. new battery.
Helmet and 12 quarts oil included. Best offer. Call 8968097.

FOR SALE: 1970 Chevy
Caprice. Good running condition. Asking $300 or best
offer. Must sell. Contact Dan,
box 1366 or 434-6307 before 9
a.m.
or after 9 p.m.

NAH THE
GLAMOURS
WORN OFF

2JM
\^~l
A*\\r\
SORRY.OLPMAN.
twff'^D3
I WAS JUST SO
^-O^™
SURPRISED TO
I TRY NOT 10 SNEAK SEE YOU HERE.
-' UP0NMEUKE
J_
: THAT AGAIN, OKAY.
<f\\
i SPRINGFIELD?
rb'Vt

YEAH, WELL, WHEN NICE PIECE YOU
Y0U6ET10BEMY GOT. THAT ONE
AGE, SURPRISE
OF THOSE NEW
IS THE KEY TO
ITAUANSNUBS7
SURVIVAL.

YEAH,
WANNA
SEE IT?

»0.

RELAX. IT'S NOT WOW. THATS
ACCURATE BE- GREAT! WHERE
YOND NINE
CAN I GET ONE7
INCHES.
!

# &$f c&2
1

/*\ "

tw%*tor

rri
|^_^^^^r^~jl HI

^Sjt^lS'

■ 1 EB^-v1"*1" '

If :l\u

Our Hero

/

by Matt Wagner

_
P^ ,^Y R£4L /M«£ '5 AlYRON) 1 I BOUGHT
1AX HAS SMEHo^ Tufc/J£b
THAT AMULET AT A YAfcD SALE, AMt>
SID iMIb A ... A NERD/
APPA«.AMTL~y IT H'lD '->ort£ 5o£.T of
MJLLL YES. I
MAfrlCAU CURSE OM IT THAT TOfcAJEfc ME
INTO
THAT AUIFVL pOMK AK>i> CAvB
U/A6 SID.'
rf\B THOSE UJCIR.^ Pou>ERS. unltAJ V0i
cguSMEb
THE- A/nuuET , -L CUES* XT
t>e-,Te^fcD 1k*E ^'oe ^FpecT*, kKih
5
ifcALLS
±
f\, ?fcEtlATE,, 6e<A>vJ6t

Tflt.

wotfe roo

ro^h *} IT-. 51Y, do

LAUbt- (Ot,LbCTiLKj A>
p ,C-fc i-'^E T^ (0rnt.
MH ,t.i ic stt
Ti/e-if

THE POtoER &*£., ALL
.fe 6AC* To Ax*fl/u-,Atl>
Trie Qjoeut' >h SAFE?

ftrt

^A'r

Start On Campus

byPatButtcr% Paul Ebherty

For Rent
APARTMENT FCjR SUBLET
MAY-AUGUST: 1 bedroom,
air conditioned, option to lease
next fall.
i, mile from
campus. May's rent paid for!
Unfurnished
Call, 434-5753,
ask for Mark
FOR RENT: Private room in
new three bedroom house with
large living room eat-inkitchen, wall to wall carpet,
yard, washer and dryer. $90
per month plus utilities. Year
lease from Junly; available
sooner. Share with married
couple and newborn. No
cigarette smokers, l'a miles
from campus. Call 434-4176.
WANT TO SUBLET AN
APARTMENT v IN
HARRISONBURG
AREA.
Am willing to pay $50 per
month. It's better to get this
with protection than nothing
at ajl. Call Chris or Allen at
433-7330.
ONE BLOCK FROM JMU. 2
bedroom furnished apartment
suitable for 3, private entrance, covered patio,. color
cable t.v. Call after 6 p.m.,"
434-2362.

For Rent
ROOM FOR RENT: 'z block
from campus. May session
only. Rent $50. Contact Julie
at
433-2217.
ROOM FOR RENT: May and
or summer session. Single or
double. Best location possible,
right next to Wine-Price
Dorm. Kitchen, washer and
dryer, sundeck, furniture
supplied. Call Harry Runkle
at 434-0673 or 434-8894. Price
negotiable.

For Rent
FOR RENT (FEMALE).
Room in three bedroom
apartment. Available May
thru 81 school year. $87 a
month. 3 miles from campus
Call 433-8249.
FOR RENT. June-August, 2
bedroom,
furnished
townhouse, near JMU. $200 a
month plus utilities. Call 4344948,
ask
for
Paul.

Wanted
WANTED: One female to
either sublet May or June thru
August or to take a years lease
beginning May or June!
Apartment is in very good
condition.
Its
an
end
aparatment, 1V4 baths, own
bedroom,
JMU
shuttle
available.
Rent
is approximately $120.00 per month
including utilities. No utility
deposit required. If interested, please call 434-4982.

Stroh's reg & light 6/12 Is9
RC or Diet Rite Cola
8/16 1" + Dep.
Anne Page Pork 6B Beans
16 oz 4/100
Anne Page Pot Pies 8oz
Beef, Chicken & Turkey 3/100
A&P frozen French Fries
9oz 3/100
Marvel Bread
2/99*
Anne Page Chicken Noodle
Soup 4/100
Gwaltney Great Dogs
99*
Smithfield Bacon
l39
Holly Farm thighs
85Vlb
Holly Farm drum sticks 89Vlb
Green Onions, Cucumbers,
Radishes 3/99*
Spinach
. 58Vlb
Romains lettuce
4871b
Chicken of the Sea Tuna
oil or water 88*
ii ii in

by Scott Worner

*r ^S&nfl

v
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Madisonman

■

>
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WANTED THREE
FEMALES TO SHARE FOUR
BEDROOM HOUSE, $95 each,
1 mile from campus, brick,
fireplace, gas heat, summer
and-or Fall, call Patti at 4330611,
WANTED:
a
small
refrigerator in good condition.
Call Terry at 249-4017 between
10-11
p.m.
•
WANTED: two rooms close to
campus to sublet May-August.
Can't afford more than $70.00
per month.
Call 4559
MAY THRU JULY male to
rent large furnished apartment with private bedroom. 1
mile from campus. $70 phis
electricity or best offer. Call
Wayne 433-1365.

Help Wanted
TEACHERS
WANTED:
Elementary and Secondary.
West and other states.
Placements since 1946. Phone
(505) 877-7802, Southwest
Teachers Agency, Box 4337
Alb. NM 87196.
MANAGER
TRAINEES
WANTED: Apply in person at
Spanky's deli. No phone calls.

SO THIS IS A PUNK
PARTY, EH"> =

Services
TYPIST - Experienced typist
on campus mornings Monday
through Friday. Call 434-7508
afternoons and evenings.
NEED A PLACE TO STORE
YOUR LOFT? For a $30
charge Sigma Pi will pick up,
store, and return your loft.
For more information call
7274 or 7177.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. 17 years experience. $.80
per page. Call Mrs. Price. 8799935.
TYPING SERVICES
AVAILABLE. Call 434-6851 or stop by 1161 Shenandoah
Street. $.75 ' per page.

MOVING? Do it in an antique
Ford! Reasonable rates on
local moving and hauling.
Student owned and operated.
Old Faithful Trucking Co. 8962761.
1

CHAPPELEAR B301. Pig-out
sessions, abuse, Bud-Bud
award, strawberry dacquiri's,
water fights, roses, cigars in
plants. Budweiser, donut
fights, 5 day trip to Werner's,
Floyd, diets, looking great for
unexpected
male
visits,
maiden form woman, word of
the day, cute little songs, pi
kappa phi, alpha sigma alpha,
sigma kappa, all types of
magazines, all night formals,
road trips to ODU, life of the
party, exam study breaks,
tacos!
LOVE YOU ALL!
THANKS, JAN.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY STUD!
Gee, you're getting old! Are
you sure you'll survive past
two months? (I hope so!)
Love,
HEARTBREAKER

NEED
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE? LET US HELP!
FinanciaJ
Aid
Finders TO MY FIRST ENGLISH 1*2
guarantees to provide you STUDENTS
who
are
with five to 25 sources of graduating: Congratulations
financial aid for which you and best wishes! Mrs.
qualify. Write today for more Roberts.
information: FAF, 115 W.
Water Street, Harrisonburg,
DEBRIS: THANKS FOR
Va.
22801.
TWO YEARS OF EXCELLENT MUSIC and good
partying times. We will miss
Lost
you—even if you don't believe
it. Now we're waiting for an
LOST: A green and yellow LP. Also, thanks for making
izod rubber raincoat. If found, THE
BREEZE
worth
please call 5713, Karen. reading—right Dr. M? (just
kidding C and T!).
THE VICIOUS TYPIST
Courn
SCUBA DIVING course offered by Land-Sea Passages
begins in May providing
YMCA
and
PADI
international
certifications.
Summer dives arranged to
Florida
Keys,
offshore
wrecks, and Bimini. 433-2177
by May l to register.
WEEKEND HIKE
THROUGH DOLLY SODS
Wilderness Area arranged by
Land-Sea Passages May 23-24.
Tour one of the East Coast's
unique lanscapes. 433-2177 by
May
fl
to
register.

Personals
"MINDY LOHR" Congrats
on the job with Kodak!
Rochester - here you come.
WATCH
OUT!
YOUR
ROOMIE.

WIT 111 |" l"'ll "'

Servic

Personals

KEVIN AND TIM - "STUDS"
AT LARGE? Our discovery of
your bisexual tendencies will
be a shock to all concerned.
We knew you were close, but
really! WARNING -- 4th floor
shorts - Don't drop the soap!
Regretfully, DANA AND
KATHY. p.s- We now understand why you were clad in
those "flaaashy" black arm
bands .on Hanvey Mjlk*'. JB-

Kar-spaz A J-spaz; In case I
forget to say it...thanks for
being
not
only
great
roomies...but special psuedo
sisters. Love, MIDNIGHT
CALLERS. .
C & T: Only one more to
go...hey guys aren't you
glad....now it's Kouba's
baby..but that spaz will miss
us...NE. Never would have
believed we'd make it in
SEPT...Seems
like
a
dream ..INTRODUCTION TO
INSANITY...
AND
WE
WON'T cry Wednesday.wait
til cap and gown WED. will
be crazy.like all the rest. I,
for one, am very proud.
LOVE, SUNSHINE.
BEYOND REPROACH: Some
things never will change. But
when silent anger is the norm
it forces a cheerful mood on
most days. Not to mention
charm,
wit
and
a
sophisticated manner. FAR
BEYOND REPROACH
T.R. Have a happy.... C.K.
All classified ads should M brought to
The Breeze office In fhe basement of
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later man noon
Tuesday tor Friday's Issue, and no later
man noon Friday tor Tuesday's Issue.
Rates are S7S for 0-3S words. SI .10 for MS0 words. $2 SB for 5,1 75 words, and s.05
lor each additional word above 7$.
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Viewpoint—

Greek budgets

Veto away
Veto away. Executive Council
Inter Fraternity Council and Panhellenic Council were given
front-end budgeting status this year, which allows them to receive
student fees each spring with other major campus groups. We
opposed this move, as did some members of the Finance Committee and the Student Government Association senate. But the
hudgets'did pass and now stand before the Executive Council,
which has the power to veto them. It should
In our March 27 editorial, we argued that a traditional criterion
for front end budgeting was that a group affect a large number of
students The SGA constitution states that the SGA will fund
groups "whose projects as nearly as possible benefit the entire

Greek Row would receive $1430,
the rest of the school $5,570
student population." Greeks comprise 14 percent of JMU's
student population
The reasoning that defeated ours was that students on Greek
Row are not funded through Inter-Hall Council or the Commuter
Student Committee and therefore are not receiving their share of
student fees But Greek Row population is only four percent of all
students, not a major campus group
We're not suggesting that this four percent doesn't deserve any
funding Perhaps a section of the IHC budget could be set aside
for Greeks But if the.Executive Council approves the proposed
budgets. Greek Row residents will receive $1,430 while the other
96 percent of the school will be funded $5,570 With benefits like
that, why bother to hold rush?
Much of the IFC and Panhellenic Council's budgets are for rush
pamphlets and activities. We don't think that non-Greek students
186 percent ■ should pay for rush The IHC and CSC don't receive
money to recruit members^
We're not accusing Greeks of dishonesty But while they want
funding because Greek Row is not treated the same as IHC and
CSC. they don't want to use it for the same purposes. We're accusing the Greeks of asking for special treatment
That's why we originally opposed giving Greeks front-end
budgeting status. The Executive Council should not let the 14percent Greek minority be treated as a major group in the funding process.
We realize that vetoing a senate-approved budget is not common practice-but the Greek budgets deserve such special
treatment to keep funding fair.
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Minorities, participate more
By RICK SETTLE
A need for more black faculty and administrators was expressed by the then
minority student coordinator Carolette Taylor
in November 1977. In the April 21 issue of The
Breeze the question of whether blacks are
adequately represented by the Student
Government Association here was raised.
This raises the question of whether or not
minorities still have a right to complain about
their treatment at James Madison University.
The answer is yes. Minorities have made many
gains in past years but they still are justified in
their protests.
The progress of minorities can be seen by the
issues blacks were concerned with then and
now. In November 1977 they were asking fpr a
minor in Afro-American studies and a greater
voice in programming by the Campus
Program Board (now University Program
Board). We now have a minor in AfroAmerican Studies and a minority affairs
committee on the University Program Board.
These steps are significant but took too long
to come about—and changes still are happening too slowly. It seems as if we are
regressing in other areas. The Breeze reported
in April 1980 that JMU had five black faculty
members while The Breeze said there now are
three The administration is attempting to
recruit minority instructors but apparently not

hard enough. The education field is swamped
with qualified instructors at present and with
some effort, minority instructors could be
found The diversity they would bring to JMU
would benefit us all.
The problem of representation in the SGA
has no easy answers. Minorities cannot expect
to be elected if they do not run for office.
However, something seems to surround the
SGA and prevent many people from running,
not only minorities. There also seems to be a
built-in mechanism at JMU institutions that
preventsoinnovation and change.
Another problem with the majority of
students and minorities is student apathy.
There is a small group of ambitious students
that run most of the university's major
organizations because no one wants to become
involved. The lack of letter to the editor in The
Breeze is indicative of this apathy.
The problem of discrimination has been
around a long time and will not be solved at
JMU However, a greater effort should be
made to listen to minority grievances and
minorities need to voice those grievances
louder. In order to have that voice heard, they
will have to become active members of as
many organizations as possible. Increased
contact would breakdown barriers and would
open discussion about any problems.

Prevention worth the trouble
By KATE CARPER
It finally happened. We've thought about it.
wondered what we'd do in that type of
situation, then decided to stop thinking about it
because it was too terrible to imagine.
"It" is rape. Although no rapes have been
reported here yet. four women have been attacked recently. One of those attacks was an
attempted rape, but the girl was lucky enough
to get away—but probably not without some
emotional harm done. The first woman was
physically hurt: the assailant hit her over the
head with a bottle, another was hit in the face.
In a growing campus, these events are
inevitable. But how many people have attended the many lectures on rape prevention?
Very few. People always have an excuse to
miss these lectures, but they'll gladly give up
their studies for a concert, a party of a good
television show.
However, even though one may have the
knowledge of what to do if attacked, no one
knows how she would react in that type of
situation You may know in your head that you
should reason with the attacker, or you may
remember all the self-defense measures

you've ever been taught, or you may know to
scream—but in an actual situation, you could
very well freeze. All that you've learned does
no good if you panic.
Although it's an excellent idea to know these
procedures, the best way to avoid traumatic
experiences is through prevention. If you have
to go out at night, go with at least one other
person, preferably more. If you can't find
anyone to accompany you, call one of the
escort services. Don't walk in unlighted areas,
such as the area between the hospital and the
Wine-Price Building at night, even if it means
taking a longer route to your destination.
Above all. Don't take the railroad tracks! That
place is secluded—ideal weirdo hangout—and
few people could hear you scream if you were
attacked.
j
Preventative measures are inconvenient,
especially if you're late and you don't want to
waste time finding someone to walk with you.
But the inconvenience is better than risking
being raped or killed Only four attacks have
been reported recently—but that's more than.
•Pleaty.
,
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Readers' Forum
VPB needs more discretion in showing previews
To the editor:
"Do you find me attractive?"
"Why. yes. I do."
"Do you want to sleep with
me?"
"Why, yes, I do."
"Then why haven't you
tried?"
The scene changes to inside
an elevator. Doors open. Into
the elevator walks a woman
with a knife. A struggle with
"thestar" follows, a stabbing,
etc. The scene changes. From
the outside the elevator doors
open. The body of the star is
seen on the floor.
The above R-rated scenes
were brought to you by the
University Program Board
fi*m committee. They were a
preview for the movie
Dressed to Kill, shown before
the feature showing of Walt
Disney's 101 Dalmations on
April 18.

Movie committee,
you
betrayed our confidence. Your
intentions were good but your
follow-through leaves a lot to
be desired.
Again, I applaud your lack
of
consideration
and
forethought.
In the future, if, and I really
do mean If, you rent another
good, clean, Grated movie,
please don't include previews
Bravo. UPB movie committee, you finally rented a
morally acceptable film. I
really must commend you,
though, on your incredible
stupidity. Who else but a UPB
movie committee would show
the above mentioned R-rated
preview at a 2 p.m. showing of
a G rated motion picture?
I might be able to understand your negligence if
you weren't expecting a large
number of children at this

Retrospect
By KEVIN CROWLEY
A retrospective piece should begin at the
beginning—my first day at James Madison Unversity. I stood with my mother, father and two
sisters in X-lot and cried like a child.
i was the first, the trend-setter, the trail blazer—
the one they were most eager to get rid of.
That night I went to Dukes Grill and got drunk.
I lived in Garber my freshman year and roomed
with the textbook definition of an introvert. When he
wasn't in bed he was showering (seven times a day,
minimum) or watching television. It was rare that
he went to class, and it was an occasion for
celebration if he spoke. He, needless to say, lasted
only that year before he went on to something more
suitable. He joined the Marines.
There was this feeling at first that I was away at
summer camp. Why, they even had counselers
(RAs) who served as surrogate mothers.
But none of those mothers warned me about the
'Bow Room. Aahhh, the Elbow Room in its prime
was truly one of the premier blues bars on the East

'Maybe I wasn't used
to drinking beer. I still blush../
Coast. Something about,that dark interior and
blood-red carpeting was just conducive to a complete loss of morality. Sixty-cent cans of Busch and
my first Nighthawks show—to this day I still blush
when someone mentions my climbing the courthouse to see what time it was.
Maybe that's because I wasn't used to drinking
beer. Four years ago, kegs were unheard of at
campus parties. Grain was the thing.
Then a decree was sent down from the mountain
and Ron said, "Let them have kegs." And it rained
Old Milwaukee for 40 days and 40 nights and
everyone had 12 kegs in their closet Then that
changed, too.
"You have to stay within the guidelines" (which
was like telling a pack of wild dogs to learn to curb
themselves); and another message said, "You kids
are getting too drunk and falling on the flowers."
But partying grew old and other forms of
recreation were required. I chose basketball and
learned first hand where fun ends and where
"serioi! " spor? nicks up.
/
Beside, '.iving I volunteered as Jan intramural
reieree You know about referees: they're the ones

showing—but you were. You
encourage parents to bring
the kids by showing a 2 o'clock
matinee, and
by your
children-in-free policy. In
addition, you were notified
that the Student Government
Associaton had approved free
seating for about 30 children
(ages 6 through 13) who were
participating in a community
service program sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union. I
know you knew because I told
you myself.

for upcoming R- or X rated
features. Thank you.
Tom Barclay
Editor's note: UPB Chairman
Steve Doyle responds that the
previews sent by the movie
company are suitable for all
audiences—and that the
children still paid less than
they
would
have
In
Harrisonburg. He adds that
the UPB could have used
more discretion.

No lines - but no room
To the editor:
In response to Shirley
Hadley's April 24 viewpoint
that "Lottery is better than
lines", you may be interested
to know that under the
University of Delaware's
computerized lottery system
there may be no camping, no
long lines, and no waiting—
but last year students were
living in boiler rooms

sleeping on cots and stringing
sheets between cots for
privacy.
It made better copy in the
local papers than the birth
control issue does down here.
Overcrowded
is
over
crowded!
R. Neil Vining
Coordinator
of
Special
Events

Garbcr^j^fcreeing, kegs, WMRA, library,
RAf/^^Vi. \Jifford, cooking, 'Bow Room,

who control the game; the ones who command
respect from everyone on the floor, the ones who
usually have VOIT printed on their foreheads afterward.
I was threatened more times than a sinner at a
revival and all because I never saw what went on. I
thought I saw it, but I constantly was told that I'd
missed "the whole +4!$! play, man."
One of my main reasons for my choosing JMU
was the radio station and the practical experience I
assumed I would receive. Wrong. There was a
rigorous system involved in the selection of workers
and practicum students. You had. to have experience to go on the air, but you couldn't get experience unless you went on the air and around and
around.
Academically, the general studies program was
nothing more than an extension of high school.
The Temple of Knowledge (the library), however,
was something different. It offered a chance for
independent study, the pursuit of personal interests
and more books, texts, magazines and papers than
I'd ever dreamed possible. Above all, it offered a
quiet place to sleep.
That was important to me in my sophomore year
when I moved into the Gifford Institute of Higher
Everything. Some of my fondest memories are of
my days in Gifford basement—unfortunately, I
can't remember them.
Because I got new eyeglasses that made me look
like an intellectual, I changed my major to English
arid started saying things like: The juxtaposition of
a contradiction does not, as a rule, necessitate the

inductive or insolent use of variable sentence
structure—but that's no way to order at a
restaurant and a lousy opening line.
Off-campus life was in my junior year and
cooking became the craze. I probably would have
been more successful had I known how, but I
started with the basics: pouring milk over cereal,
boiling soup and making salad—my fortes.
Now, in my final year, the school that was bom
JMU four years ago has grown too. It bouses
several regionally-recognized departments and a
basketball team that has evolved from "Sherman
Dillard's team" into legitimate East Coast contenders.
The Breeze still creates controversy, but not only
because of personals about whether JMU girls "do"
or "don't".
Issues such as birth control and a birth control
center, along with the growing need for an escort
service are still left to that bickering elitest
government—the
Student "
Government
Association—but students have little choice when a

'-...when someone mentions my
climbing the courthouse*
former co-ed bears a child in a dorm and when girls
are the targets of assaults and attempted rape with
sickening regularity. They have to become aware of
these things.
Now comes the difficult task of summarizing
without sounding pretentious.
The advantages and-or disadvantages of any
experience lie within the individual, and I am
grateful for my time here.
We have all been sheltered to an extent for four
years, so that the shock of independence would not
cause even the bravest among us to lose heart.
Consciously or unconsciously, we have been fortified by scholars and are supported by those who
remain.
For my part, I have, made innumerable
acquaintances and some friends for life; and if at
any other time, I can leave some place as secure
about my future, knowing that ahead there is the
best and the worst and still completely confident
that the next step will be far easier than the very
first, then I will consider that experience half as
valuable as this one has been.
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Oklahoma politician belies stereotypes

Senator addresses JMU Prayer Breakfast
Bv CINDY RLMMK
In the United States Senate, they
tell it this way
The storv involves a senator was
greeted on'his entrance to heaven by
St Peter, who showed him to a large,
grand office that would be his forever
Looking around, the senator noticed
that both the pope and the bishop had
tinv offices near his. He asked St.
Peter. "Whv do I get a larger office
than the bishop or the pope?" St.
Peter answered. "Well, we've never
had a senator here before "
Jokes and stories have always been
told about politicians not going to
heaven because of their alleged lack
of moral ethics. And when Sen. Don
Nickles (Rep.-Okla.i told this story
Saturday to a group in Chandler
Hall's Shenandoah Room, he almost
seemed to believe the stereotype of
the "corrupt politician."

Almost
Actually. Nickles. at 31 the youngest
V S senator, spoke of the importance
of God in his life at the first annual
James Madison University Prayer
Breakfast for some 150 campus and
community leaders.
Nickles serves as Labor Subcommittee chairman of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee and
chairman of the Governmental
Procurement Subcommittee of the
Select Committee on Small Business
But the senator did not come to
speak about politics; he came to
speak of his religion.
According to Nickles. a large group
of senators hold their own weekly
prayer breakfasts, as well as periodic
Bible study groups. "But these aren't
the things that get the headlines." he
said. "We get headlines for Abscam."
NICKLES SAID he had no real

political aspirations as a youth and
only entered government "because of
the'things that bother me a lot." citing
abortion and crime as examples.
"But our country is on the move and
I think it's moving in the right
direction." he noted. "If you look out
across the sea. you'll see that in the
United States of America, there are
are more committed Christians than
any other place in the world."
Nickles said at one point in his life
he was a "once-a-week-Christian. I
probably carried that image for a long
time." But a turning point was his
father's death, when Nickles was 13years-old. "My mother had five young
children. She said if not for her belief
in God. she'd never have made it."
The Nickles' family business suffered problems after that death, and
Nickles said he prayed for a chance to
operate it. "Well. I turned it over to
the Lord and all our business

•*
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Record
warpage
decreasing

<A

By TIM PARRISH
That dreaded popping noise and skip found in older
phonograph records can also be found in new records.
A study by Capitol Records, Inc. two years ago found that
45 percent of all returned albums were returned because of
warpage About 39 percent were returned for skips.
However, according to Paul I pock. owner of Blue Mountain
Records, manufacturing advances by somecomDanies have
led to an overall increase in the quality of records in the past
six or seven months.
Ipock said Columbia Records' new technique of letting
freshly-pressed records cool three to four seconds before
putting them in album covers has made their records " a lot
more warp free."
Warpage usually occurs when a record becomes warm
during shipment or on the sales rack. Ipock said that loose
plastic wrapping around the album cover can help prevent
bending of the cover or warpage, but most companies continue to wrap albums in tight plastic.
CURRENTLY, the Who's new album. "Face Dancers,"
distributed by Warner Bros. Records. Inc. is the only album
in stock at Blue Mountain that has a loose plastic cover.
Because of higher costs of production and of materials,
records are thinner today, according to Ipock. This thinness,
combined with tight plastic wrapping increases the chances
of warpage. he said. "The companies pay for it," Ipock
added. "Sooner or later those records come back."
Ipock said one recent Warner Bros, release was "returned
in batches with the same identical warp."
A new record often skips because when many albums are
pressed from a master, the master's grooves will wear down
and the record will skip on some turntables.
Ipock said. "A master is generally good for 1.500 pressings
before it needs to be changed. Some say it might be as many
as 2.500 or 3.000 copies. Some companies might press 4,000
copies before changing."
ANGELA GILBERT, salesperson at Music Land in Valley
Mall commented that 45 rpm records have a higher oc-

problems ended Our company was
making progress and it was impossible for me to do that by myself. I
had the Lord."
TIIK SENATOR encouraged his
audience, especially the students, to
make personal committments to God.
their families and friends.
To attain a better life. Nickles
related a story of seven steps "to
guarantee you a happier, more
successful life. Things can always get
better."
First, the senator said to wake up 30
minutes earlier than usual. "Step two
is to get on your knees and thank God
you live in the greatest and freest
country in the world. It's probably
only after you get to travel worldwide,
that you realize how lucky you are.
Thank God for these gifts—because
we probably didn't earn them."
Third. Nickles said to read
something positive every day. "Read
something in the Bible. Read it and
chew on it for a little bit. Read
something from a number of authors
that give you something positive.
"Then maybe go out for a walk or
jog. and when you do so, look around
you. How many times do you go to
school or work and don't look around
you?"
FINALLY, HE said the most important step is to "greet everyone
with love in your hearts. Do it the first"
morning and people will say, 'What
have you been up to?' But after a
while people will start to see it."
The Prayer Breakfast was jointly
sponsored by Honor Council President
Barry DuVal, Student Government
Association President Chuck Cunningham and former Inter-Varsity
President Drew Trotman.
According to DuVal. a special account has been set up for the Prayer
Breakfast, and two local businessmen
have agreed to underwrite any additional expenses from the event. It is
hoped, he said, that the Prayer
Breakfast will become an annual
occurrence at JMU.

currence of skipping than albums. She added that when a
single becomes popular, the companies "spit them out as fast
as they can."
Ipock commented that few companies press their own
records, making defects harder to control.
Ipock estimated that Columbia's records seem to have the.
fewest returns, while Warner Bros, releases find their way
back to the store more often. He added that smaller company's records are often of better quality than larger ones.
Gilbert said she has noticed a higher rate of returns among
distribution labels such as Chrysalis and Liberty.
Ipock said it is a myth that import records are better in
quality. "They used to be very good, but I think they've gone
downhill over the past few years, except maybe in Japan."
he explained.
A CUSTOMER with a defective new record usually may
return it to the store for a new copy. Cutout records,
however, often are not included in a store's return policy.
Cutouts are albums sold by the distributor at low prices to
sell in stores at discount. Cutouts frequently are overruns or
albums that did not sell well, since distributors frequently
willnot take back defective copies.
Cutouts have one corner of the album cover clipped off so
that the consumer may know what he is buying.
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